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Track star Bob Rosen,

holding last year's Statesman

Athlete of the Year trophy, is

one of this year's nomi'nees.

Rosen broke the school's two

mile record Monday.

See story on pag 12

Crew coach Paul Dudzick,

winner of the 19762 Statesman

Coach of the Year award. WINNER:, '"With my election, the first blow against student
oppression has been struck,"' exclaimed Cherry Haskins after
winning the Polity Presidential election.

I

NomineesAII for Best Athlete Awards
See pages 10 and 11
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INews Briefs 1

International
Dtpie ow say S e lader Laid ]B mae y vdat

d* us. only w be cm sg a uXtr d and arms ltatns
The In liae Jue but e M I

sa_ Benv wans the sand of a maP
Iement wben be Visits do U.S.

Ibanese Air Foew Oar plans went into action for the tird
consecutive day y to a Beirut A*my
commu e. The effort to silence Pala perlla postions
came amidst growing hope for an end to Arab fbtb.

Military sources in Phnom Penh say 18 soldiers ded
in handbtoiand Inat yesterday when Vet Cong and North
Vietnamese commandos k two gnment positions. The
sources say at least 50 more men aw reported msino and six are
wounded. The two attacks occurred against government positions
less than five miles from the Cambodian capital.

National
In a major assault on President Nixon's Indochina policy, the

House has tentatively blocked legislation to relieve a money shortage
at the Pentagon caused by the continued costs of bombing
Cambodia. It marks the first time the House has gone on record
against the war in Indochina.

Pentagon Papers defendant Daniel Ellsberg was informed
yesterday that some of his conversations were picked up by a F.BI.
wetap back in 1969 and 1970. The disclosure may add more
weight to his arguments that charges against him should be
dismissed.

Los Angeles District Judge Byrne indicated that he was on the
edge of dismissing all charges against Ellsberg and Anthony Russo
for dis<osng the papers on Vietnam.

State
Ile State's Narcotic Addiction Control Commission announced

yesterday that the federal government has earaked $7,300,000 for
15 local drug abuse pram in the state. Commission Chairman
Howard Jones said the distribution of the money to the various
agency programs was not yet determined. The agencies to receive
the money are in New York City, North Amityville, Glens Falls,
Ithaca, Rochester, Buffalo, Albany, White Plains, Yonkers and
Marnhasset.

The Nation's Republican Governors opened their annual
conference yesterday in New York. They described the Watergate
scandal as "a sordid mess" and a "messy, rotten scandal." Governor
Linwood Holton of Virginia said that if a mnew awareness" comes
out of the scandal, then it will "have sew ed this republic very" well
indeed.'

Robert Bongiovi, a former bodyguard of slain r Joey Gallo,
was convicted of murder yesterday by an 11-man, one-woman jury
in the death of a mid-town bar manager last March. Supreme Court
Justice John M. Murtagh set June 14th for senencing on the murder
conviction, which could result in life impdsonment.

A bill to give Regents Scholarships to the children of policemen,
firefighters and prison guards killed in the line of duty was approved
in the Assembly yesterday. The measure, which awaits Senate
action, provides the childwrith s Pholhips of $1,000.

Sports
The New York Knickerbockers won their second National

Basketball Association championship in four years last night as they
defeated the Los Angeles Lakers, 102-93.

The Knicks' victory was their fourth straight over the Lakens after
they had dropped the opening game of the final round.

Knick captain Willis Reed, who played in only 11 games last
season because of tendonitis in his left knee, was named the Most
Valuable Player of the series. Reed scored 18 points, contributing to
a balanced attack that was led by Eand Monroe with 23, Bill Bradley
with 20, and Walt Frazier with 18. Gail Goodrich had 28 for Los
Angeles.

Although the Lakers had a 41-39 lead at baLfime, the Knicks
outscored them in the third quarter, 32-18, and entered the fourth
quater with a twelvepoint lad. But after New York had extended
their margin to 79-63, the Laken rallied and came back to within
8642 with three minutes remaing in the game. A 20-foot Jumper
by Rood and a three-point pay by Monroe sewed it up.

The Knicks, 8.5 underdogs at the outset of the cha ship
s, bad owned their fina-round berth by defeating MB
Donau, fou pan to one, and the Boston Celcs, 4-3

Correction
In the May 4 story about

the director of Student
Activities, Acting Vice
President for Student Affairs
R o bert Chason was
incorrectly quoted as saying
"it is expected at least by me,
that the Student Council
members will act with Hussey
I i k e a n y o t h e r
employer-employee
relationship. That is matters
should be handled publicly
before taling to- Hussey
first." The quote should have
read "matters should not be
handled publicly before
talking to Hussey fst."

Front Po" Photo Inside STATESMAN student newspaper of
By Frank Sappell SUNY at Stony Brook, Is publishad
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aheld by Mtchelma be
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(D4Mo".)q Semri
I, er-hw threa-d to hid up

ERuio's Xofraint
aten his_- t of a

ipedal indepedn investig0ato
ji the WI ebgate Affair.

The Senate Judiciay
Codmitt my aMo delay
Rimavdson's They
went to know how independent
the prose l be of both
Ri and Nixon, and who
Richardson will appoint.
Ricason has already stated
that be will ask for Senate
approval of his choice.

lents Sit-in;

vestigation
movement...."

The students have asked for 9

the suspension of Hunsberger
because he didn't recommend
contract renewal for several
popular instructors. Formal
charges by seven faculty
members were sent to Benezet
yesterday. The demands include
a review "basically concerning
the criteria by which he judges
on tenure," ding to Al
Senia, former Editor--Chief of
the Albany Student Press.

The students are concerned
with Hunsbergees 44fored
resignation . . . from the
Massachusetts University [where
he had formerly held the
position of Dean of Arts and
Sciences] ... alleged 'lies' made
at a meeting of the University of
Massachusetts history
department...." According to
Senia, "most students who
aware of the issue sympathize
with it."

Hunsberger will meet today at
2 pm. with the Arts and
Sciences Faculty at which
students were urged to come and
peacefully demonstrate.
Students are being permitted to
demonstrate as long as no
property s da d

.. -a- Su -n

Jonb Mitfow and M ew A _, ra xoo I
StRAW9 two for1me NOg ranking cone toI rebil hi

offiials of eboth dw Nizona A dn doti
Administration ad the Yy, be a ed htha

e Xe e e ofore a e Jol
Of the Pid, wended C wouw become a

on d tt aey Uoced a Con te eis etaed to help

fede a_ in re the White House
for a _ampaign contributio staff.

IAlso wontd wre Robert Nixm omited CCIA
Vesco, who made the D o J Sdhester to
contribution, and fonner New sucoed Elliot Ricardson as
Jersey Republican eder Hary Secretary of Defense.
Sears. Sean testified that he Riad on was recently named
delivered the money to Stans, Attorney General.

who was the finance ehairman of iadson's confirmation as
the reelection committee. Attorney General, a post once i

M tithl and Stans were each
accused of six counts of perjury Aa I V tuf
and of conspiracy in obstruction ^* W t M

of a criminal investigation. They
are accused of trying to stop an' T
investigation of Vesco by the enzarto n t
Securities and Exchange
Commission in return for a By GILDA LE PATNER
$200,000 contribution by Over 100 SUNY at Albany
Vesco. At the time, the SEC was students staged a peaceful
looking into charges that Vesco overnight sitin in the
and 41 other people had milked Administration building
four foreign mutual finds of yesterday. The students are
$224,000,000. demanding an investigation of

Mitchell, former cairman of the actiities of Dr. I. Meyer
the Committee for the Hunsberger, Dean of the College
Re-election of the President, of Arts and Sciences.
denied all charges. "I am sure,"' After three days of student
he said, *'that the judicialprotests Hunsberger resigned
proceedings in this case will fully from his post last night to accept
vindicate me and confirm the the post of Provost at the
absence of any wrongdoing. University of OlahamaL Louis

Stans also issued a &nial in enezet, University President,
which he said, "I am greatly said that the application had
dismayed by the action of the been in for a while and was not a
grand jury. I expect that when result of the protests.
all the facts are heard, I will be According to the Albany
vindicated. In addition," Stans Student Press, "The
insisted, "not only was there no disenchantment with Hunsberger
effort made by me to obstruct on this campus has been rising
the SEC proceedings . . . but the steadily in recent months, and
SEC did, in fact, proceed has resulted in the formation of
vigorously against Mr. Vesco. 99 an 'Oust Hunsberger'

Suffolk State School
To Be Investigated

An investigation of the conditions at the Suffolk State School in
Melville will be conducted according to Assemblyman Robert Wertz
(R-Commack). Wertz said yesterday that be will launch the
investigation at the request of Long bIland radio station WGSM.

According to a WGSM spokesman in Huntington, the station has
found that some mentally retarded children in the school may have
been subjected to physical mistreatment. Wertz, chairman of the
Assembly sub-committee on mental health, said the committee will
look into the charges.
I, Approximately 1,500 parents of the retarded children have sent a
telegram to Governor Rockefeller asking for a "complete, impartial
investigation" of the school administration.

The parents alleged that the school attendants have beaten some
of the children and burned others with cigarettes. They said that
unless the state provides remedies, "there will be another
Willowbrook on Long Island," referring to recent disclosures of
mistreatment and neglect of children attending the Willowbrook
State School on Staten Island.

The operation of the school has been the subject of long standing
complaints by parents. State officials said more attendants are
needed but there is no money to hire them.

School officials were not available for comment.

Former Nixon Campaign Aides

Indicted for Cover-Up Scheme
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Diana: Toll Knew Of
Illegal Bank Account
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By EDWARD DIAMOND
In a noff, with a turnout

cha fed by elecio
officias as 'wry heay I' Cherry
Haskins defeated Mitchell
Bittman last Thursday for Polity
President, 1070432.

The other nmofft saw Edie
Appel defeat Steve Bucksbaum
for Polity Secretary, 577-440,
and Ed Spauster edge out Ken
Brody 153-138 for Junior
Representative.

The runoffs were originally
scheduled for Tuesday, but
Judiciay Chairman Alan H.
Fallick suggested to the
candidates and the Election
Board that they put it off until
Thursday, due to a complaint
registered by candidate Bittman.
He had complained that the
ballot box in the Roth
quadrangle had been moved
from Roth cafeteria to Cardozo
College without informing the
voters.

- Depart
By JUNE JACOBSON

Identity cises are not limited
to struggling young college

students. Such crises are
currently plaguing the campus
-security force as well, according
to campus security specialist
officer William Raimond.

Wednesday, in a letter of
resignation to Security Director
Joseph Kimble, (see letter at
right) Raimond explained that-
the dilemma arises from the fact
that security officers are
expected to fight "serious
crime" on campus, without the
equipment that standard
policemen and criminals
themselves carry. Raimond feels
that "for any officer here to do

le Judiciary meanwhile
voted on lTursdy to reject the
plea of Gary Morgenstein to
discount Wednesday's election
resilts. Morgenstein was one of
the original three candidates for
Polity President. (Details, this
PW.)

campaign" with hurling
"slanderous lies" at him during
the election p n, and ited
Statemsan for what he said was
its "biases" in reporting the
presidential press conference in
its issue of May 1. He withdrew
both charges. However,
Morgenstein insisted that the
identification cards of those
students who voted in the
election "were not checked at all
polling places."

The Judiciary granted an
injunction request brought by
Carios Almendr to invalidate the
election for SASU-Student
Assembly delegates. Fallick
explained that the position of
SASU delegate and Student
Assembly delegate were
identical. However, separate
ballots were provided for the
identical positions, thereby
leading to confusion among both
voters and candidates running
for the posts.

By DANIEL MCCARTHY

By a vote of three to two with
one abtention, the Polity
Judiciary yesterday rejected a
motion to invalidate the Polity
elections held on May 2 because
of alleged voting irregularties.

Iee Judiciary 'did, however,
throw out the election for the

office of SASU-Student
Assembly deleges on the
grounds of ballot form
irregu-arities.

With six of its ten members
present, the Judiciary heard a
request from defeated Polity
pesidential a te Gary

Morgenstein to enjoin the
presidential election of May 2.
Morgenstein charged that he had
been the victim of a slander
campaign and that numerous
violations of Election Board
regulations occurred.

Morgenstein specifically
harged the "Mitch Bittman

No Itulaities
Carios Almenar, selected to be

Election Board Chairman last
Tuesday after John Balchunas
had resigned because he didn't
have the time for it, said that
"there were no major voter
irregularities in Thursday's
election."

Haskins, reached in the midst
of a celebration in her "home"
of ONeill College last night, said
that "Swith my election, the first
blow against student oppression
has been struck."

Elpefian rhfficm«1e said t-*t
%le&ffon of WMa Rpaid ha

Haskins won very substantially
in G and H quadrangles, and did

(Continued on page 6)

ing Office;

UCrLATtR-: judiciary cnairman
Alan H. Fallick, whose
injunction postponed the runoff
elections two days.

a complete job, he would have
to risk his health at least -
possibly his fife - to a much
greater degree than does a fully
equipped policeman."

"It is my personal belief," the
resigning officer wrote to
Kimble, "that a law enforcement
officer who is fearful for his own
safety cannot effectively
attempt to bear the
responsibility for protecting the
safety of others." He declared
that armed officers "are not
only definitely warranted, but
should be required on Stony
Brook campus."

Under the present system,
when security is notified of an
armed robbery, the Suffolk

County Police Department
(SCPD) must be called to the
scenes acmpaied by campus
security. Besides taking valuable
time, Raimond believes the
SCPD resents being called upon
to do what they consider to be
security's work. When SCPD is
on campus, they have legal
authority over campus security,
and Raimond feels that SCPD is
"less than sympathetic" to
student's situations here.

He claims that an unarmed
security officer would be also
less likely to investigate a
potentially or clearly
life-threatening situation that
they may confront on their
routine rounds. According to
Raimond, even when security
has leads to armed criminals
residing on campus, officers
would prefer to avoid the room
rather than confront its
occupants unarmed. Neither can
they rely on SCPD's constant
assistance.

According to Security
Supervisor Fred Evans,
Raimond's attitude "is not an
exception. I've also heard similar
comments coming from
students." Freshman Maureen
Brown agrees with the need for
arms, stating that "'Stony Brook
is a society like any other,
requiring real law enforcement.
In America, a weapon is the
(police) officer's only means of
acquiring respect and preventing
crime." Senior Michael Iverson
believes, however, that "an
undue atmosphere of tension
would be created (by guns) and
could only be justified by a high
incidence of violent crimes on
campus." One anonymous
security officer suggested that
the issue of whether security
officers should carry weapons be
decided by student majority
opinion. He admitted, however,
that this would be difficult to
obtain.

The Stony Brook Council (the
local University Board of
Trustees) and the

(Continued on page 6)

By LEONARD STEINBACH
The cvil service hearing of

senior financial secretary Warren
Randall continued last
Wednesday with Vice President
for Finance and Management
Joseph Diana testifying that
both President John Toll and
Executive Vice-President T.
Alexander Pond had known
about the controversial and
allegedly illegal University
Revolving [Bank] Account.

Illegal Account
The University is charging

Randall with mismanagement,
insubordination and abscontion
of $15,436 among other
charges. A central issue in the
determination! of truth of these
charges was the existence of the
Revolving Account (URA), an
account through which various
monies were transferred for
varied purposes. Diana has
testified that the account was set
up illegally, and that this
account was not mentioned in
any financial reports to Albany.
However, Diana acknowledged
on Wednesday that he had never
checked with the New York
State Department of Audit and
Contrl concening the account's

existence and that Toll and Pond
knew of its existence but not of
its inception. Diana also said
that he received "no information
from [Toll]" ig the
account's actual use, and that
Toll could not recollect
authorizing the account.

Near the outset of the
hearing, the University presented
26 ledger pages, primarily in
Randall's handwriting,
corresponding to the URA but
supposedly not discernible
because it was "not maintained
in a proper way,"' according to
Diana. He also reasserted that he
did not receive a report on the
URA in '$the form and detail"
he had requested of the business
office. It did not include
"spe ci fi c detail and
information" as to the "nature,"
"history,9 &purpose," and
balance of the account, he said.

The name of Maurice Kostran,
former business, officer and
Randall's direct superior at the
time during which the hearing is
concerned, entered the case
when Diana testified that
Kostran's "knowledge of the
account was sketchy," and that

(Contnued on pop 6)

Haskins is Winner in Delayed Runoff Electson
Bittman Defeated 1070-49.32

So - - S A A Win

S Pauster, Apel Also Win
Judiciary Defeats Motion
For Election Invalidation

ad
in his bid fo pwwqwv PWesidw tw

in his bid for Poeitv President.

Urges Arms for Security

Officers Need Security
May 9, 1973

Mr. Joseph Paul Kimble
Director of Campus Security
State University at Stony Brook
Dear Sir,

-Please be advised that as of today, I am hereby giving notice
that in three weeks, on May 30, 1978,1 intend to resign from
my position as a Campus Security Specialist.

As a grade fifteen, I feel obligated to the other officers and
to the department to document, in detail, my reasons for
leaving.

I find that I can no longer in good f12th and conscience
accept a salary for a function I have not been fully able to
perform. I refuse to be half of a police officer any longer.
Working under this burden I was not able to carry out what I
believe my duties are - protecting the life and property of the
citizens in my jurisdiction.

It is my personal belief that a law enforcement officer who
is fearful for his own safety cannot effectively attempt to bear
the responsibility for protecting the safety of others. If I had
known that I was to be hired as a watchman, which I believe I
am, I would have declined the job offer.

I urgently appeal to those in the administration who have
authority over such matters to sincerely review the facts at
issue in Security's appeal for weapons, guns and mace. Armed
officers, in my opinion, are not only definitely warranted, but
should be required on Stony Brook campus.

One needs only to place himself, for just a moment, in a
situation such as the one I have faced. Helplessness is too
simple a word to describe my feelings when I witnessed
Patrolman Cali being shot after responding to assist me. That
particular isolated incident could have cost Patrolman Cali and
myself our lives. To this day I have an uneasy feeling that had
we been seriously or fatally wounded, still nothing would have
changed. It appears that the officers of this department are
quite expendable. Today, a year and a half later, the
perpetrator is free to repeat his act, if necessary, because he
was armed and the officers who attempted to place him under
arrest for a violation of the law were not.

The fact that there has not been a similar injury to one of
the officers since December 1971 is again, in my opinion,
attributable to luck and to the halfhearted manner in which
all officers approach their responsibilities.

I came to this position possessing a college degree, and work
experience with Army Intelligence, New York City Police
Department, and the New York City Sheriffs Office.- And yet,
I find that university administrators consider me less entitled
to bear arms than men hired for other law enforcement
positions in the general community.

Please, in the best interests of Stony Brook, and before any
more officers decide to resign because of this same
predicament, act to coerce the university administration to
reevaluate its position. The men of this department want to do
their job thoroughly. Most want to do a superior job, not just
a satisfactory one. Requiting them to function under the
handicaps I have outlined will not get the task accomplished.

Respectfuly,
William Raimond
Campus Security Specialist
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1ISOUNDINGS '73
Is ready

FREE!
Pick up your free copy of SOUNDINGS,

the Literary Magaxine, at these locations:

Main Desk
The English Department

Library

A. k~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTEST

And
EXHIBITION

CASH PRIZES
and

RIBBONVS
Sponsored by Henry James CoUege

Submit as many blamc-and-white or color prints as
you wish to Ms. Merriam in James Mailroom (6-7782)
or Mr. Lefkowitz (6 6777) in Old Engineering 200.

FINAL DEAtDLINE
MONDAY MA Y 14.t"

SAB Inforale Presets:
An Eening of Tnu~tmua Blue w&.

Robert Pete Williams
plus a movie

"Blues Like Showers of Rain"
Sunday May 13 8PM

Union Theater

The Return of:

AZTEC TWO-STEP
Wednesday Mazy 1 ; 8PM

Benedict Main Lounge
Both Events FREE
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Go |- ~~~~~~~~Free Placement||
| ~~~~~~~~~CONTROLLED |

We've got them all. A complete selection of cars-fro i PAR ENTHOOD
economical minis to fully-equipped campers. And your XSu 55
choice of any Rental, Lease or Purchase plan ' u 55

Free to every client-six lesson language course, motel 2 W. i 2n St.
guides, currency converters, menu translators, etc. | 00 W . 7 2 nd St.

An excluki bonus-e'-U pick-up N. N.Y.
your tab for port dty and Cuoms .

arance on any car purchased. 595-4220
Special Teacher/Student and Extended Stay Programs.

Kinney Europe, 535 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10017. (212) 697-6780
For free descriptive catalog contact: \ N. Y.C. Medicaid Accepted

Evan Rosen Campus Rep. fFree Preg Test
Benedict College Room B-114 A NON PROFIT
Tel: 6-5850 ORGANIZATION
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By JASON MANNE
Trees and grass, a unique

phenomenon at Stony Brtook~are
slowly making their apaace
on the central campus, as the
University restoration precedes
at a rapid pace. Students should
return in September to a newly
restored campus, according to
Patrick Hunt of University
Relations.

Hunt said that trees and grass
are making their first appearance
on a large scale on the academic
mall. Presently, trees are being
planted in front of the Biology
building, a long with
rhododendron and aae
bushes. Cherry trees have been
placed in the cement boxes by
the Library steps.

Maintenance workers have
completed the seeding and
grading of areas by the
Chemistry building. The
blacktop has been eliminated
and two concrete paths
"radiating"' from the Chemistry
entrance are being laid,
according to Hunt. The paths
will form a WV shape, with one
path heading towards the area
between the Biology and- the
E~arth and Space Sciences
buildings and the other path
leading to the walkway between
the Biology and the Social
Science A buildings. The area
between the paths will be
seeded.

The renovation effort will
procede from section to section
across campus, according to
Hunt. The Graduate Physics
I4building and the Van de Graff
area will be landscaped soon.
Landscaping by the Graduate
Biology building should begin by
the contractors within a short
time too, said Hunt. He stated
that the mall between the
Library and Social
Sciences-Biology area should be

5mesman/Kmfor&" bnwraruz

STONY BROOK THE BEAUTIFUL: A landscaped campus will
hopefully become a reality by September as the renovation of the
Stony Brook campus gets underway. Above, the center mall, which
will get top priority in the landscaping efforts.

completed next month, along
with the area between the
Humanities and the
Administration buildings.
According to Hunt, barring any
44major d i f fculties" the
renovation "should be finished
by the time students return."

The installation of the hg
temperature hot water heating
lines should not affect the
campus restoration. The
Engineering Quad restoration
should begin now that
installation of the lines is
complete. Hunt said that the H
Quad installation should be
complete during the summer and
he expected the area to be
46pretty well restored" by
September. 0

Charles Wagner, Director of
Facilities Planning, indicated
that a more massive renovation
of the campus should begin in

the- fall by the State University
Construction Fund. This will
involve plantings behind the
Tabler sump, in the Egneering
Quad, and other areas.

Students questioned seemed
generally skeptical about the
progress in landscaping the
campus. Neil Polstein of James
College said of the landscaping,,
"I think it stinks. There are not
enough trees, no flowers."
Sanger .resident, Richard
Rosenbaum, responded, "'Do
you mean: What they [the
University I have been adding, or
what they have been destroying?
They've 'been doing both. 7

However, Debra Phillips of
Benedict was impressed with the
effort. She explained, ""I think
it's great. This campus is really
ugly ... It was the best idea
they [the Administration] 'have
had all year."

By JONATHAN D. SALANT Aseries' of' sumrworkshops for which fees
will be. charged, wint also' be run. Programs are to
includoMiddle Eastern dance, herb gardening,
barbecue cookery, pottery, and a -workshop for
children' which is expected to draw children from
the local ame.

In addition,. Hughes, said that the Union Art
Gallery will feature a new exhibit each week. One
such exhibit will be of art from children of the
local community. Hughes suggested that any
families who wish to exhibit their projects in the
Union Gallery call her at 246-7107.

Concerts
A series of courtyard concerts are scheduled for

every Tuesday at "teatime," or about 4:00 p.m.,
according to Hughes. Concerts already booked
include a classical guitar trio and a jazz duo.

For those people who have "a very short
amount of ime to do something," the Union will
sponsor a Rainy Day Craft Series, said Hughes.
These will usually be two-hour sessions, with the
goal being to teach the participant to "'make
something useful," like a banner or paper flowers.

The Rainy Night Coffee House will also be open
nightly during the summer session. The Union will
also sponsor weekly bridge tournaments and
provide bowling and billards facilities. Stage XII
will sponsor a couple of events during the summer
and CED will have a movie mra hn.

The entire summer prora egns with an open

house on June 25 , with modem dance. a
fingerpainting party (similar to the recent graffiti

party),, demonstrations, in the Craft Shop,, and at
ngt, a "get to know people barbecue and pool

party.99

In order to create what Director of Program
Development Barbara Slater calls "the best
summer that Stony Brook will see," the Stony
Brook Union will be sponsoring several different
activities during the 197 3 summer session.

The activities, which include field trips,
workshops, and concerts, will be open to all
summer session students and to all other
University students and local community residents
who purchase a non-student ID card for $5 from
the Union. The non-student ID card will offer all
the benefits of the summer student card.

According to Robin Hughes, program
consultant, the theme of the program will be
96people getting to know each other."" As a result,,
events planned for the summer will involve both
University and local residents.

A flea market and craft bazaa , scheduled the
week of July 19, will hopefully attract as many
participants from the community as possible as
sellers and buyers, Hughes said. A colonial crafts
festival will feature seven craftspersons from the
local area demonstrating their skills.

"Saturday Sneaks'"
Afield trip series -known as the 'Saturday

Sneaks" will feature trips to such places as the Old
Bethpage Village Restoration, Fire Island,
Vanderbilt Museum and Planetarium,, and
Heckscher State Park. The cost of the excursions
will be only $.25 for the bus.

'Beach breaks" are also scheduled for the
sumr,, said Hughes. The Union will run buses to

Smiths Point and Ocean beaches.

Lauren Friedmnat
Ned Katz

Linda Gravitz
Leslie Batnick,

.Kazen Chamblism

Tom Ryan
Sharon Landers
Sheryl Rudoy
John McLafferty
Dave Diuion
Jessica Romner

Our Hotline phone number until end of finals is 6-30. Fed

ftee to call us. We want to help.
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Rteiovaed Canipus B etme

Is Goal of Lanscaping ProjectWhy awe tbere no trays in Ke~y cafeteri? They do want
pepeto geat Phr-dnt they?

Ke~y cafeteria has gone through over 1500 trays this year.
George Tatz, director of the campus food service,, explained to
us that he was reluctant to order more trays until a better
system is set up or until the trays stop disappearing. We ask
.that anyone who has a cafeteria tray retura it to the cafeteria.
They're badly needed.

One night hangin" out in the Union cafeteria us guyz wanted
Ring Dings. Diana Banana put money in the second snack
Machine from the right. 'Me Ring Ding's supposed to fall off
its shelf and into the part where you can grab it. However the
Ring Ding was too fat and fell against the window at an angle.
No Ring Dings for Rios and Weinbaurn! By this time, Ames
babes had arn ice cream under her belt and Concertina had
polished off two chocolate chip cookies. Weinbaum and Rios
comnbined their IQ's (92). Rios inserted a straw and voila -
two Ring Dings, fall! Either you have to fix the machine or
make the Ring Ding's skinnier.

Action Line brought this complaint to the attention of the
cafeteria manager, who had the machine fixed.

Why are the rear doors to the Humanities building
locked- the ones by the parking lot? It's a hell of a hassle to
walk around to the front when I want to get in.

Action Line telephoned John Patches, building manager,
who informed us that he did not know the doors were locked
and would go immediately to open them if they were indeed
locked. Action Line would like to compliment Patches on the
fastest response of any administrator to date.

O ur hall phone was disconnected. Why, and when will it be
restored?

The phone was taken by the phone company because
frequent vandalism made it too costly to keep in repair. At
least one other hall has suffered this fate. Action Line has been
assured by the Housing Office that a high priority will be
placed on having these telephones in place and operative over
the surnmer, for security reasons.

There are several things we would like to say in departing.
We were unable to do many things this year. These include
better health service, intra-campus mail (we ran out of
manpower), fixing of the polka-dot library rugs, deposit box
for telephone payments, finding of the Kelly terrace screens,
replacement of dlocks'. more non-campus phones,
improvements of Registrar and Bursar service, good photostat
machines in the Library, a typing room, refreshment lounge,
and desk calculators in the Library, and innumerable smaller
items. Much remains to be done.

We would especially like to thank the following
-administrators for being most helpful throughout the year:
Ray Smith and Dick Emmi of Maintenance, Frank Trowbridge
and John Kane of Housing, Dave Woods of University
Relations, Joe Hamel, assistant vice president for Finance and
Management, Ron Siegel, interim director of safety, and Bill
Olivari of FSA. The Student Affairs staff and personnel have
also consistently gone out of their way to help'us during the
year.

Along with other infamous obstructions on this campus, Les
Thompson, chimnof the Athletic- De'partment, Aesqrves
honorable mention. We were unable- to obtain 'more regular
cage hours, the putting up of thle tennis nets (the tennis coach
finally did it), increased security in the locker room, improved
pool scheduling or even a schedule of pool usage, regulation of
facilities' usage to students, favoritism in student hiring,
movies being shown during gym hours '(he denied all
knowledge), and more and more regular hours for the universal
gym and the weight room. We feel this is unfortunate and
hope that he can see his way to more service to students in the

years to come.
For last week's spring cleaning and greening, special

mention should go to Charles Wagner of Facilities Planning,

Dave Woods of University Relations, Joe Hamel of Finance
and Management, Ray Smith, Al Degennaro (Grounds Crew);

in fact, the whole Maintenance Department did a

commendable job. Also in on the fun were Housing and

Purchasing (for buying the pachysandrae). Never before to our

knowledge have so many departments cooperated so well in

any project big or small. The Maintenance Department will

continue the planting; about 35,000 pachysandrae are still to

come.
We now grant the administrators the entire summer in

which to rest up, catch their breath, and dream up new and

improved ways of avoiding us.

Unito n AIDans.Z Actvi'ties P rog rant
For~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~" he Bes t Suer" E~,ver
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OevashiSh.
6:45 - MuSic with Roch*11

Shrod
8:0 - Stev Rappaport.
II: 00 -Just Music.
12:00 midnight - Just Jay and

**The Kytchen Synch."'

TODAY
6:00 p.m. - Salant/OeWaal News

and Sports Report, featuring an
interview with "*Harold"* of "*we
want... "I* fame.

6:30 - Discussion of teachings of
Yoga master Sri Chinmoy; with

(Continued ftom pag 3)
Kostran's report to Diana was
not complete. Noting that
Kostran left Stony Brook in
1971 after auditing reports had
been completed, i Lester Lipkind,
Randall~s attorney, asked Diana
if Kostran "'retired or did you
force him out?"'S a question that
was not answered following
sustained objection by
University counsel Richard
Cahn.

Bookkeeping Ignored

As in last week's hearing,
Lipkind refrained from getting
into the matter of Randall's
bookkeeping techniques.
Instead, he concentrated on ""all
mitigating factors" which he said
must be considered in a hearing
of this type, to determine

whether Diana arrived at Stony
Brook with any preconceptions
about RandslPs ability. These
factors included discussions that
took place between the
University and Diana, and
Albany and Diana prior to
Diana's appointment.

Diana stated that these
discussions centered about
191general management
problems," his probable duties,
and added that he was asked to
"put a business to better." He
also said that Albany claimed
that the business office was
"staffed adequately, " a
contention that Icandall
vigorously contests as part of his
defense.

Lipkind claimed that more
than 12 persons in controller,
accounting, and systems design

capacities had been brought in
by Diana to do the work
previously done by adl
alone. While Diana admitted that
controller Carl Hanes now signs
checks that were previously
signed by adaland 'that
others perform functions that
were in the realm of the business
office's responsibility, he
insisted that this was not a
taking over of Rndall's duties.

Open To Public
Before the entire hearing is

completed, both Toll and Pond
are expected to testify. The
hearing is scheduled to resume
on campus Monday morning at
10:00 a.m. at a place to be
announced at 9 in the
Administration Lobby. The
hearing is open to the public.

000)000000000000"DaO1-aO a oo a a age 6OOOasOaOaOa

Counselors and specialists sought for a unique summer c
sepway program for mentally and emotionally

handicapped children. Sponsored by Maimonides Institute,.
the oldest leading organization under Jewish auspices
conducting schools, residential treatment centers, day <
treatment centers and vocational programs for children who
can not benefit from ordinary programs and conventional °
facilities. Contact: The Summer Residential Program, 34-01
Mott Ave., Far Rockaway, N.Y. II169 1; 212-237-6500.

(Continued from page 3) election funds to pay those who
well in Tabler and Kelly. worked the polls and counted
Bittman, as in the first election, ballots in last week's and
carried only Roth. yesterday's election. Levine has

Money Problems produced minutes of a Student
Polity Secretary Stuart Levine Council meeting held on

has shown that there may not.be November 14, 1972, in which
enough money left in the $800 was deleted from the

(. %- - - .- , A.1 I f I1: q i� Ii f � . i
tL I � .- A , it , '- -, Y-." (.7N. fflll�lll

I 11h -- - . .- - :- 'A -A-"" - JI, I Its.2

-Polity election line of the
adiitrative budget. Thai

Sunday (November 19), tht
Senate voted to accept that
deletion.

Mark Dawson, Polity
treasurer, estimated the cost of
these two elections would be
"about $75O." He said that he
"didn't know" if there would be^
enough money in elections to1
pay those who worked in the
election. Dawson said Levine'
revelation on Thursday was the
first he heard of an $800 cut in
elections.

Dawson placed the blame onl
former treasurer Dave Friedrich-
for not informing those who,
keep the Polity budget recr*
of the Council's decision to ct
money from election when itt
happened last November.

Offcer
Rtesig ns
(Continued from page 3)

Admnsato ame currently
considering allowing security to
be armed with Mace or other
protective arms.

Riod believes that tee
basic problem between security
officers and students lies in the
student's desire for
44discriminatory law

encmenut." Whilia be asserts'
that 43an offiers first
re'spo2sility Is to crime,"' -he
agrees that as a "service

orgniztio,"security must
enforce pmarng and traffic laws
as well.. Noting the -recent armet
of a student whor -was groin
-maijuana on a wirdowsift,

Riodstated that"sdes
can't flaunt criinal behavior in
front of law, enforcement and

Axec to be igoed Wh result
would be chaos."

In general, Riodsupports
Kimble and the policies of
campus security. He says he likes
the atmosph4ere at SB, ""because
you know you're dealing with
people above average in intellect.
I have the freedom to give
warnings before arrests, without
the pressure of filling quotas of
tickets and arrests."1 Raimond
seems to agree with Kimble that
students are less involved in
disruptive political activism and
more concerned with joining
security to make SB a safe place
to live.
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threefold purpose, " she
continued. "First is to help tain
the students and community at
large how to be good media
consumers, our second, is to give
the student interested in
communications a practical
background in the field, and
thirdly, to help train those with
more tha pracical interest in
the technical ass of the
feld."

"We have worked this
semester,' said L "wg, 'with this
model in mind. We held an open
fran series of lectures drawing
fom both the Uniersity
community and outside
sperkesN." The speakers list
induded Douglas Cater, one
time advisor to President
Johnson, David Davis. Office in
Charge of Public Broadcasting for
the Ford Foundations, and
Martin Buskin, Newsday
education editor and a member
of the Stony Brook faculty.

Introductory Ictures
These introductory lectures

will become the core of next
semesters curriculumidue to the
efforts of the Videotape
Reproduction Committee, one
of the many committees of the
program, headed by students Ed
Berenhaus and Robert Klein.

One other project was the
electronic student assembly,
known as the WUSB Town Hall
Meeting of the Air. According to
Dr. Kurt Lang, professor of
sociology and coordinator of the
Town Hall project, the
program's purpose is to provide
a forum for discussion and
clarification of issues concerning
the University.

On the subject of the possible
e s t a b I i s h m e n t of a

paticipated p M, our work
will have been a success."

No Funding
For the coming semester, the

1prgam will have no fundin
and, "have to operate on a
shoestzig," according to a
"Until such time as fulltime
faculty atIaed to the pr ogam
is p d, we will work with
what we hawe."

But for ttie most pat the
program seems to be
subsantially under way, with at
least five workshops paned for
.September, and ontinued
s upport from the
Adminisation. Next ,
cmmun will be listed as
an ierdispt iy Cse.

wiU be able to devise a
curricuum around wha he
wants to study and a
faculty member to guide him
through te semester." And for
the student interested in a
communications major, "there
will be a core progm from
which he can choose, and from
there, many options will be
avalable to him."

"What we are tying to do,"
added Lang, "is to break up the
general class routine without

ing an uns d
program If we can break away
from the ard testing, which
is not a sussfid measure o
evaluating a s work, and
begin a selflpipeled student

Ms. said that "the
communicatin prgrm will
hopefully draw on the present
deptments. There are a
number of professors in many
departments that have indicated
their desire to help and h
this we hope to prepue a
progam to attract a a of
students with a curriculum
tailored to their interests."

Indil Need
One unique aspect is that "the

proam, when in full operation
will be based on the needs of
each individual student," said
Lang. "For e ample, if an
engineeg student wants to
study about cable televion, we

i VIDEOTAPE REPLAY: Ed
Berenhaus headed the group that
videtaped the communications
program kecture series.

By STEVEN FRDEDMAN
In an 1 ttempt to break up tee

general class routine without
Deong an unstructured
educatinal system, the Progam
in Communications in Society,
under the direction of Dr.
Gladys Lang, research aso ate
of the Sociology department,
successfully dosed its first
semester at Stony Brook this
week.

The program's aims, according
to Lang, included "developing a
program of communications in
society as well as laying the
groundwork for establishment of
a research and materials center
to be eventually incorporated
into a large communications
discipline.

"With the increased impact of
mass communications upon
society," said Lang, "there is a
need in educating students in the
extensive role that the media
plays in shaping public behavior.
The aim for our project has a

private colleges might find it
hard to survive. A psingout of
low4nterest loans would hurt
the middleincome students the
most, she continued. Such
students might be forced to take
out loans from private banks, at
interests as high as seven
percent.

BOG would be ""serving less
people and giving less money"
said Hartigan. However, if other
forms of federal aid should
disappear, a student could still
apply for a New York State
(NYHEAC) loan, which, could
provide up to $1500 per year.
Hartigan commented that, "'this
program sounds good -
everyone gets up to $1500 - but
it's not going to turn out that
way."

Impesonal System
President Nixon had originally

proposed that the BOG program
be funded with $622 million,
provided tee EOG and NDSL
programs were eliminated. He
made the following statement
about BOG on April 28, after
the Congress had decided to
fund all three programs: "Such
grants would be made directly to
needy students according to
need, in contrast to the current
method... an outmoded
inequitable one, I think... of
channeling student assistance
funds to schools through state
formula grants."

Hartigan characterized the
BOG program as a "more
impersonal system" in which
"there's no room for
interpretation or appeal through
the local school, as there is
under the present system."

By JEAN SCHINDLER
A new form of finandial aid

from the federal government,
known as the Basic Opportunity
Grant (BOG), maybe available to

man students next year.
Due to the low budget of the
BOG grant program as compared
with the other federal programs,
the m um amount of money
in a grant would be $600 per year.

In addition, the ability of the
parents to pay will be
determined by an outside agency
whose decision is final, instead
of being decided upon by a
financial aid officer at Stony
Brook.

The amount of a BOG grant
for which any student is
supposed to be eligible, will be
$1500 minus the expected

parental contribution towards
educational expenses. However,
according to Rosemary Han,
the work-study coordinator,
even the neediest students will
only receive $600 next year,
which means that BOG grants
will not be very helpful towards
paying off a year's overall
expenses at the University,
estimated for a freshman to be
$2947.

Needy Students May Be Hurt
Hartigan went on to say that

if the Nixon Administration
proposal that BOG grants to
replace Educational Opportunity
Grants (EOG) and National
Student Defense Loans (NDSL),
which can be paid back at 3%
interest, comes to pass, needy
students would not be able to
adequately finance their college
education. She pointed out that,
presently, needy students can
finance their education partly
through the EOG program,
partly through the NDSL
program, and partly through
work-study. But, in the future, it
may be possible that funds for
the BOG program, with its
maximum grant at $1500, will
be increased and funds for the
other federal financial aid
programs mih t be phased out.

BOG is funded for the
1973-1974 academic year at
$122.1 million, as compared to
$210.3 million for the EOG
program and $293 million for
the NDSL program.

Presure on Students
According to Hartigan, if a

phasing-out of other forms of
federal financial aid besides the
BOG program were to occur,,

ill1
I 9o

Knosh, in two woras, wroing ww§.
In regard to the campus linen service, Olivari

admitted, "It's not one of our better services," and
as a result, the FSA is "negotiating right now with
a different company." Originally, the linen service
signed up 700 students this year, but 300 dropped
the program. Unless an agreement is reached with
a new linen service, Olivari foresees no such
operation next year.

On the other hand, Knosh, the Union
delicatessen, is "running in the black" and "doing
well." Olivari called it a a service to the students"
and said that "business has increased" since the
xecent renovations.

In terms of overall finances, Olivani said, "We
are doing better than last year." The FSA is
decreasing Its debt and is paying off its loans.
Howeer,, until the fiscal year ends on June 30, be
wil not be able to supply spefic ones.

A new grill for the Stony Brook Union cafeteria
and one or two campus food service operations are
in the works for the Faculty Student Association
(FSA) in the near future, according to William

Olivan, FSA business manager.
Last January, a fire destroyed the Union

cafeteria grill. It has still not been repaired.
Explained Olivari, "The big hangup is the
equipment." He expects the grill to be repaired

within two months.
Besides Munchies Deli in Cardozo College, a at

least one or two more" similar snack bar type
operations are planned by the FSA. These will also
be housed in the residential colleges, which would
seem to put the FSA in competition with the

student-run businesses on campus. Oli var
wver, expl ained that ' *ewre trying to stay out

Of each othe's bai

BOG

EOG
Work-Study
NDSL
NYHEAC

Scholar Incentive

Application Deadline
If program is in existence, incoming
freshmen will be notified by financial
aid office.
May 15
May 15
May 15
Six to eight weeks before the money is
needed.
Eligi ble students should receive
applications in mail by May 30.
Students who do not receive
aplatons by that date should call
t th fnaMcia aid office.

Communications Program Finishes First Ye) fill III mms e t 3br

Financial Aid Would Be Cut
Under New Proposed Program

New Grill for Union Cafeteria
Is Expected Within Two Months

Deadlines for All
Financial Assistance
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* ------ARDSHlIP DEFERMENTS-----
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ fu

Students experiencing severe financial hardship based on extraordinary assistance for which a student is eigble will not be accepted as
personal circumstances may request deferment of financial charges for deferment. 2w<
tuition, room and board. Such requests should be made in the Student
Affairs Office (third floor Administration Building) no later than August Students eligible for hardship deferments may be eligible tI
24 in order to avoid having to pay a late fee; documentation, wil be short term bank loan at low interest rates. Eligibility for suc
required. Failure to submit an application for awards or financial determined by the Financial Aid Office.

no>} General Information - Finanei id Categories
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Bills for all students who have pre-registered will be mailed by June 20,
1973. If you have pre-registered and have not received your bill by June
30, 1973, please write or call the Student Affairs Office immediately.

i

I

I

19

I

I
The following information U intended to ' Oe al shtdents, both incomin ad information and information pxoded in Uniesty e and buleU

returning, a useful compendium of information concerning the auailability of financia neessay proble w when paying their' bills. Ti packet include H
aid at the Unwersty. Students re urged to famiiarize themsehlvs with ths information broken down by financid aid ctegores:

1. What aid is available
2. Whe to let aliations for sudc aid
3. When to file such appikation
4. How to file such pliation
-. WMat you shuldbring cnri financ" aid when you an payin your bN

tins to void
he followi

Students are reminded that all fees and/or charges for a given academic
session are due and payable prior to the first day of classes (Septeopber 4.
1973). Students making payment during late registration period
(September 4--17, . 1973) shall be required to pay a $15.00
late-registration fee. (This fee may not be waived.)

As a general rule. tdet are aduised to:

1. File applications for scholarships at the earliest possible daft.
2. Send any applications for Regents Scholarships and/or Regmnts-Scholar Incentive "Return receipt

requested." Studnt should keep the receipt. This is vey kmportant to avoid possible confusion
later.

3. Keep copies of all bills, receipts, copeed applctions, award letters, and commun s betwen
te set and the Bursar's and/or Registraes Offices

----- A WARD CREDIT----
Undergraduate and graduate students receiving awards provided by the

State of New York, managed by the University, or payable to the
University, may utilize an award credit equal to the amount of the award.
Documented proof of fhe award and its value must be presented when
paying a bill to receive credit to the bill.

All graduate students receiving teaching assistantships or graduate
assistantships will receive a waiver of tuition proportional to the amount
of the traineeship. Such waivers may be obtained in the academic

departmental office and must be approved in the Payroll Office in the
Administration Building. Waivers then should be handed in when paying
the bill at the Bursar's Office. (See later pages for further information re
graduate students.) *

Power of attorney forms for award credits will be required in most
cases; power of attorney forms will be included in the student's billing
packet, and will require signature by a notary public.

Students who previously have received either
Regents College Scholarships and/or Regents
Scholar Incentive Awards can expect to receive
renewal applications directly from the State
Education Department by late May or early
June. The University's Financial Aid Office
expects to have additional application forms
available In early June. All full time graduate
students must complete a Scholar Incentive
Eligibility Form which will be available In the
Graduate School (second floor, Administration
Building).

All New York State undergraduate residents
are encouraged to file for Regents Scholar

Incentive Awards. Incoming students and
students who have not received their
application form by June 11 should
Immediately obtain the application form from
the Financial Aid Office. (Students should
apply for all Regents Awards at the earliest

Veterans Educ
Students receiving veterans benefits Payable

directly to the University are eligible for award
credits. All students who are veterans should
check with Ms. Lakeman In the Registrar's
Office (second floor Administration Building)
to determine eligibility for Veterans
Educational Benefits. Continuing students who
are elibtble for veterans benefits should obtain
an application for veterans benefits from the
Registrar's Office. Incoming students who are
veterans are advised to contact the Registrar's
Office co ning veterans benefits as soon as
poassible.

possible date. preferably no later than June 30,
If they expect to receive award certification
from the Regents prior to the beginning of
classes In the Fall. STUDENTS ARE
REMINDED THAT FAILURE TO FILE AN
APPLICATION IN A TIMELY MANNER CAN
PRECLUDE T4EIR RECEIVING AWARD
CREDIT OR DEFERMENT.

When paying bills students should bring
(preregistered students only may pay their bills
by mail up until July 27) award certification to
the Bursar's Office to be eligible for an award
credit. Students who have not received a
Regents award notice may be certified for an
award credit upon presentation to the Financial
Aid Office of the stub from the Regents
Scholarship and/or Incentive Award Notice
from the previous year. and the return receipt
from the Regents Scholarship Examination
Center for the present year's application.

ational Benefits
The 1972 G.I. Bill amendments provide for

advance payment of up to two months of G.I.
benefits to be available for the veterans upon
registration, but In no case earlier than 30 days
prior to the beginning of the enrollment period.
No advance payment will be made for any
enrollment period beginning before August 1.
The advance payment check will be mailed
directly to the University and hold there for the
veteran. Veterans who presently are students
are advised to file for veterans benefits by May
31. Veterans will be notified directly by the
Veterans Ad1ministration.

Continuing students' applications (Parents'
Confidential Statement and Student's Financial
Statement) for the above categories of financial
aid must be completed and In the Financial Aid
Office by May 15. Application forms for such
financial aid assistance were mailed last
December and were to be returned to the
Financial Aid Office by February 23.
Continuing students who have not received
such an application and/or have not, yet filled It
out should obtain one from the Financial Aid
Office Immediately and SHOULD RETURN
THE COMPLETED FORM BY MAY 15 IN
ORDER TO -BE CONSIDERED- ELIGIBLE
FOR FINANCIAL AID.

All Incoming undrgraduate studetns were
Instructed In their admissions packet to file a
Parents' Confidential Statement If they
Intended to request financial aid assistance, i.e.,
NDSL. EOG, or EOP mornes. (AlI EOP students

were sent Parents' Confidential Statement
forms In their admissions packet.) All
undergraduate students who have not yet filed
a Parents" Confidential Statement. EOP
students who have not yet filed their Parents'
Confidential Statement should Immediately
contact Mr. Rupert Evans In tho AIM OQffce
(64016). - -

Award letters reporting financlal' aid
assistance Including NDSL, EOG. and EOP
monies should be mailed directly to'the student
by the Financial Aid Office by June 15.
Students who do not receive notification of
their financial aid status by June 22 should
contact the Financial Aid Office immediately.
EOP students should contact Mr. Evans.
ACCEPTANCES OF THESE AWARD
NOTICES SHOULD BE RETURNED TO THE
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE as soon after they
are received by the student as possible.

All full time graduate students must
complete a Scholar Incnte Eligibility Form
which will be available In the Graudate School.
Information re Scholar Incentive Awards was
printed In the March-AprIl Graduate School

Ne tter. Graduate students who have not
received the Newsetter Immediately should
obtain a copy of the Ne tVteW from the
Graduate School offae.

Research Assistantshlps will receive a walver of
tuition proportional to the AMOUNT of the
traineeshilp. Such waivers may be obtained in
the academic departmental office and must be
approved in the Payroll Office (third floor,
Administration Bul~ding). Waiver forms then
should be handed in when studients apy their
bills at the Bursar's Office

All graduate students reciing State funded r sunt avsdocnulteac~hinga^ssissisraduteasistatshp 
G r a dula t e st u

dents jW a^ ise to consul
Gonchlg asdstships, graduate auncls^ w it h t he ir departments as soon as possible toGraduate Council FeROwSdps, or- Graduate determine availability of eligibility for such aid.

HS C Administered Grants and Loans
All continuing HSC stude nts In tero d In as soon as possible HSC students we reminded

obtaining fnancal aId assh nc e sh ou d Ile a t hat NOw York State residents awe eigibl for
Pw nts ConkSntla» Statement with Dr. Recants Scholar InceWnt Awards (sO aboveSchetlIn (Room 103 - Surge C, South CampusA Information re Scholar Inchnite Awards).

CED Scholarships and Law-Enforcement
Education Program Awards (LEEP)

CED students should contact the CEO offike FINANCIAL AID OFFICE before July 25. and
to determino If t th y ar e dible for a CED must return the application fomrr the Financial

Scholarship. CED Scholrship holdes and Law Aid Office by July 30. LEEP Award
Enforcment Education Grant holders are Notifhation will be forwarded to LEEP
eligible or ard crts equal to the amount recipients by August 25, 1973. Such students

of the scholarship and/o r grant. Students, dhould present to the Bursar a conditional
I WNt In aplying f or L EE P grnts m ay awa r dltte (rom th1 Ffuncal Aid Ofie)obin an appfcation form from the when Paying their bill.

Sta ting on Monday additional copies of this informaton UN be aailble in the
Zfo uroing pkwes: Stuet Acon, r F Ai tf ,8^K 1^.^ ^ 8 *1"^ ^ ^1 ^ R € 8B~to^ R«»«nacl Aids Office, S-ident Affaim

Offic, L1brary (Main Do& )X and Union (Mein Demk).I

All students who can present notification of
awards payable to the Unvesty or payable to
the University and the student In the above

categories are eligible for an- award credit equal
to the amount of the award. in cas where the

Billing and Pt
PreOelItd students billed June 15, 1973.
Mall payrents will be accpted If postmarked
by July 27, 1973.
P°yent In person June IS to August 15,

1973 wlU have schedules mailed.

award Is Payable to the Universty and the
sdent the student will haw to complete a
power of attorney form at the Bursar's Office

In order to recekve an award crdit.

A.ment Schedule
Payments In person August 16 to August 27.

1973 wil pick up schedule at time of payment.
Proregktred students not paying by August

27. 1973 pay Septebr 4. to Seember 17.
1973 Including late too of $15.00

Regents Scholarships and Regents Scholar
Incentive Awards

National ,Direct Student Loan - EOG--
(EOP) AlM

b
Oll Graduate Financial Aid Assistance

Private, Public, or Industrial Scholarships,
Grants, Internships and Loans (including
Foreign Student Government Scholarships,

and Vocational Rehabilitation Grants)

0
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PERSONAL
TITZ FOR TATZ: This is National
Sex Week, when someone comes to
your door, please don't say you gave
at the office.

TO THE PERSON WHO KNOWS:
Have you checked your fly lately?
L.P.

WANTED Boy's 26" 3/speed bike.
Reasonable. Call 246-3690 Carole or
473-8238 eves.

FELLOW STUDENTS. Don't
develop a thrombosis over finals.
Keep your light bulbs shining!

TOM CRAIG yes. Tom Craig call
Geri about your house. 744-7426.

ADOPT SASCHA young male dog -
knows how to sit! Resembles Golden
Retriever, very friendly. 269-4674.

BOYCOTT WHISKERS! Shave that
beard! Happy Birthday and 15 more
days. De Bud, Lude, Joe L.
A Million more HAPPY
BIRTHDANDIES from your little
one and her sometime weekday
roommate.
NEED SOMEONE to take me and
my stuff back home to Brooklyn.
Can leave after May 15. Will pay.
Please call 6342.

REFRIGERATORS WANTED must
be in good running condition, larger
than 10 cubic ft. late model
refrigerators preferred, large freezer
desired. Call Jesse 7388 or Jack
4398.

HOUSING
BOSTON: Summer sublet with
option for the year. Female
roommate wanted, bright spacious
apartment own room, ner Harvard.
Rent $12Y3.50/mo., and electricity
warm, creative env. Available end of
June. Call Rich for info 979-0919 5-7
p.m.

FOR RENT two bedroom apartment,
Rte. 25A, Setauket. Available June
1st host kncluded, $215. CaH Dav
751-7718. --

WANTED A GRAD STUDENT to
share new house for summer + next
yew. Call Elliot 246-7107.
10 MINUTES FROM UNIVERSITY
room, bath, and food FREE In
exchange for housework and some
babysfttin For summer and/or next
seeser. Cal 724-7627.

FURNISHED ROOMS two avaiable
V025 Weekly per person 5 mInvtZs

rm Un~rty. CAll 94i-961 fftsr-
11:30 ajn. or 585-0556 evenings, ask
for Mary.

REFRIGERATOR 10 cu. ft.. large
frezer, good condition, $30. Call
Barbara 246-7843.
MG MIDGET 69 am-fm hard top,
radlats, good cond., $950. Call Mike
eve's 744-7524.
GRECO ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
two pickups, semi-acoustic, beautiful
w/hard case, $90. Call Mehmet
246-7449.
10 GALLON AQUARIUM complete
with fish pump, filter, and more.
S15. 751,8425. _

REFRIGERATOR 5 cu. ft., GE,
excellent condition, will sell at any
price. Joann 6-3305,1 rving C-219.

DATSUN f69 510 new tires, am-fm,
moderate mileage excellent running
condition, call Dean 246-4282 or
541-6859.

STONY BROOK STEREO returns
with unbeatable prices on ALL
brands ALL models. Call LEN at
246-7318.
GOYA GUITAR like new. call
Marcia. 4677. _
BUCKSKIN JACKET medfum size
$35. Call Rose Sarro 4-2283.

SURGE TUBE LURE KIT -
complete kit makes ten 12 Inch 2
hook surge lures. Instructions
Included. Only $5.95 + tax. Send

k or M.O. to P&M Sportim
Goods, Dept. K E Box 631. E.
Setauket, N.Y. 11733.
1969 SPRITE CONV. very good
condition $900 firm. 928-3276.

PIPES FOR SALE have a good stock
of really nice pipes for sae at an
excellent pric. Used to sell In the
Unton. If Interested ' call Sid
246-558.
1967 LEMANS CONVERTIBLE
great condition, power sring
autonatkc transmission, asking $650;
call Jack, evenings, 744-2596.
HONDA 150 DREAM good shape.
must sell, best offer; can Jack, eves

CLAM RAKES two 20 tooth sand;
one 20 tooth mud- one 24 tooth
stainless steel. CON 473-8178 evs.

ALLCOLD 5%V cubic foot
rerigrator, two years old, origInally
$139.95, now $7. Call Marc 64149.
OLYMPUS FTN SLR 50mm f18
Iens, 2X adaptor $100. 751-5169 6-7
p.m. Nikos Sallgiros, Physics Rm.

HOHNER ELECTRIC PIANO In
exelent condition for $225u CaN
Jonny Segal 7392.

NOTICES
There will be a traditional shabbas
service on campus every Sat. 9:30
a.m.. Roth. Cafe, kiddish will follow.
For Info call Bruce 6-7203 or Bob
751-9749.

Summer day care on campus is
available at Benedict Center,
Benedict College. -Ages 2-6%. For
Information and applications come to
Center or-call 473-835.
Toscanini Infant Day Care Center is
taking applications for students who
would like to earn six credits working
the summer at the Center. Call TDCC
6-7150 or Marilyn Graham 751-5030.

Applications are being. accepted for
director of Toscanini Infant Day Care
Center. Work full or part time
summer and/or full year. Contact
TIDCC 6-7150 or Maralyn Graham
751-5030.

Photography Contest/Exhibit. Cash
prizes, sponsored by James College.
B&W or color prints. Deadline May
11. Bring pictures to Mrs. Merriam In
James mallroom 6-7782 or Mr.
Lafkowftz in Old Eng., 200, 6-6777.

Parentsl Commuter Center now has
Inexpensive daytime babysitting
service on campus. Call 246-7747 -
Mon-Frl. 11-5 for Information.

Freedom Foods Co-op needs a
refrgrator and someone to donate
same. If Interested call Ken 6-3937.

Brothers and Sisters there will be a
general meting of Black Students
United every Wed., at 6 p.m. Loc.
HFaU 102. Your attendance and
participation Is of vital Importance to
the survival of the black campus
community. *'Divide We Fall.""

Veterans Affairs Office has been
established with the purpose of
assisting veterans. Located In Polity
offe, SBU 253. 24O231.
SBU sponrs a bridge tournament
every tu,., SBU 226. Masters Points
given! All we cofe! $1 fee ch
night.

SBU CRAFT SHOP announces
candkiates now being considered for
Saot. jobs in graphic arts co!ter
formerly poster shop. Ar
background emphasis on graphic

dh.Submit portfolio, contact
FrdVonder Kuhlen in Craft Shop.
3657, 3515 for appointment.
Student Assistant positlon - starting
May - prefer older mature
undegaduate. Pference gi9n to
Vhenamn Wet-an sophome, or

.uir -gt~ 24-99

STUDENTS. STAFF and FACULTY
we have the houses and apartments
(both nine month and year round),
you are looking for. Call A.
ANTHONY. INC., today at
744-3000, we are open evenings for
your convenience.

SHARE. HOUSE Immediately to July
5. Quiet all appliances modern 5
minutes from campus, $90. 751-5i39
eves.

WHILE YOU'RE TRAVELING -
graduate student (meticulous), seeks
sojourn in exchange for
housekeeping. Vicinity Stony Brook
campus. Available beginning July.
R.J.M. Mourey, 5740 27th N.E.
Seattle, Washington, 98105 -(206
522-4305.

FURNISHED MASTER BEDROOM
w/prlv. bathroom. Available for
couple or two females June, July,
August in Strathmore Student house.
All appliances, close to campus.
751-3345.

HELP-WANTED
YOUTH DI RECTOR Reform
Synagogue near P-Lot. Start
September 1973. Send complete
resume to: D. Glaser, Temple Isaiah,
1404 Stony Brook Road, Stony
Brook, N.Y. No phone calls.
PART OR FULL-TIME we have 5
positions opening up reprsentng the

publishers of nationally known Time,
Life Booms, by phone from our
South Hauppauge office. No
experience necessary. Guaranteed
salary $2.25. Average salary $3.25 +
per hour. If you are enthusiastic and
enjoy talking to peope, we will train.
Hours flexileb. phone for Interview
582-4800.

VOLUNTEER TO WALK for those
who want to and can't. United
Cerebral Paosy is holding Its first
walkathon Sunday May 20. For
further Information and to volunteW
your services call Phytlls Humd at
432200 ext. 55.

THE GREATER NEW YORK
BLOOD PROGRAM urgetly needs a
student who would be willing to
organize and be the chair person for a
bloodmoblle visit on campus during
summer session. For further
information please contact Mrs.
Marcia GA at 289-1414 at our
Suffolk Office.

FOR SALE
VW BUS 1966 noeds now WHO" or
valve Job. Andy 246-4849.
TWO LARGE REFRIGERATORS Is
excellent condition. Call Uss and
Lauren 4211-2.

20%-40% DISCOUNT every brand
stereo equipment. Consultation
gladly given. -We will undersell any
dealer. Get best quote then call us.
Selden HI-Fr, 732-7320 10-10 pm.

REFRIGERATOR excellent
condition, $35. Call 6-4109.

OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD portable.
manual typewriter $30 or best offer.
Coll Jane 6.4568.

SERVICES
EXPERIENCED CARPENTERS free
estimates, reasonable rates, quality
work. no job too -big/small.
473-9482, 473-6303.

SPEED READING can Improve your
social Intercourse and your academic
career. Under $4 per lesson with your
10 card. Study skills too. Learning
Foundations, 724-5445.

AUTO REPAIRS tune-ups, brakes
exhaust, shocks, grease & oil, and
other repairs at high discount rte
Call JC at 246-4205 or 6.

ABORTION AND ADOPTION
ASSISTANCE INC. A nonwprofit
organization. Pregnancy tests free to
students. Pregnancy termination In
accredited facilities - low cost. For
help with your problems call
5=5660.

HAVE IBM ELECTRIC will type
reports manuscripts theses resumes,
etc. cab Ann 549-374f2.

LOST & FOUND
Lost -Steven *37 School Ring In or
around Benedict. B to my
father. If found a return.
Reward. CaN 6632.Z

WILL THE GIRL WHO FOUND my
wide siver bracelet In front of Social
Science pleae call again. Lsa Sokol
64AS.

FOUND 5/7 watch In Kelly parking
lot. Call and Identify. Andy 6-4720.

FOUND 73 ring OA Degree, blue
stoner In washroom of gym. Come to
won Is koker room and ask for

LOST young male grCe eat, white
paws and chest wrng pink fles
collar. Can 24743
SILVER BRACELET FOUND In
girls gym. Call 744-7690.

LOST 1 brown HohnW recorder
(Educator nodel) on Sunit, na
Soc. Scl. Blag. If found please ca Ed
6-812i Sta" x XI-B 252, ____

Yo 1njoyued
First Annw"l

Spring Thing,
The Fall Fling,
Th Winter

Splnter,
(parts I and II).
so COME AGAII

ed njoy

fly Quad's

CHO MM hin
e 9"/" -A >8- MA ^V II19 1

9-f -Saftwday:
Sartbeque -
crafts Bazaar -

12:30/Spm
O*lorality Play* -

2/3pvm
Auction -

3/5pin
Dance W/
2 LIVE BANDS-
9pm/ALL MITE

And
.BEER, BEER

BUDWEISERC
-"
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qqiQR ,v7l,

v -Stony Brook Film Society Presents 5 ,,

1 "Bye Bye Braverman" p

f 9irdecor . Sid Lumet 94 min.
* starring - George Segal, Jack Warden, Phyllis
_ Newman. Godfrey Cambridge, Alan King

_ Widly offbet & outrageously funny ... Full of wry laughter for _
* those who can dig far-out comedy.

] Friday Night May 11 r

-Lecture Hall Rm. 110 &00 PM
_' # - No Adsi Charge _
L co-sponsored by the C.E.D. Student Gov't. _

J > ,*+ ITlT t:±"r- ::r1' : t:1-rA

OUTBOARD MOTOR - 50 HP Me FOUND pair of sterling optical wire
and controls. Call eves 473-8178. frame glass In brown came by Tabler

------------------- parking lot. Call 6-4255.
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MAY KATZ; Softball

LEAH HOLLAND; Swimming
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CAROL MENDIS;

Basketball, Field Hockey, and Softball

PEGGY VOLL; Basketball and Softball

By ESTHER KINSEY
'"That was my favorite horseshow," commented

horsewoman Lin Smith when asked about the two day
intercollegiate horseshow sponsored by the University of
Massachusetts and held at the Eastern States Exposition
Fair grounds in Springfield, Mass. The May 5 and 6 show
was both exciting and memorable for the intercollegiate
riders. It was the last show of the season and the winner
of the Cartier cup would be announced. There was the U
Mass drill team exhibition, the championship show, and

most important, Bertlan de Nemethy, coach of the
United States Equestrian Tournament (USET), was the
judge.

Smith felt she rode the best she has all year. "Having
de Nemethy as a judge added a special importance to the
show for me," she said. "This was the first time he saw
me ride. His opinion of my riding is very important to
me since someday I hope to join the USET," said Smith.
Fortunately, de Nemethy liked the way she rode. He
pinned her first in her open class, second in

novice-over-fences and reserve in the championship open
division class. There is always room for improvement
though as Smith recalled her championship jump class.

The Stony Brook riders came in reserve high point
school over fences. Peter Kiss placed third in his open
class. Sonia Buniak and Helane Graustark as well as
Smith all received second in their respective fences class.
Faith Russell placed third in beginner walk trot and
Graustark placed fourth in her maiden class. The Cartier
Cup went to St. Lawrence College.

WOMIAN

ATHLETE

NOMl;INEES

Final Equestrian Show of Season is Smith's Favorite

Photo for Statesman by Johon SarzC
R I 01N G HO0R! MES.'-N ALL IN A ROW: Although Lin Smith had a good time, Stony Brook saw St. Lawrence College capture the Cartier Cup last weekend.

anski
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PETE GOLDSCHMITT; Soccer

N.Y. Tech Invokes Deja Vu and Defeat Upon Batmren
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ARTHUR KING; Basketball

tBOB ROSEN: Cross Country and Track

STU GOLDSTEIN; Squash

By ALAN H. FALLICK

They call it d&B vu. That's the strange feeling that
envelops you when you think you have experienced
something before. The Stony Brook ball team had
such a feeling on Tuesday against the New York
Institute of Technology; it wasn't pleasurable.

In one way, New York Tech was something
experienced before. On April 11, the two teams played
nine innings of baseball until darkness stopped the game
with the score tied at six. For Stony Brook, it was a
game in which they displayed the ability to bounce
back.

Another Comeback
On Tuesday, they had to come back again, and did.

Unfortunately for the Patriots, so did Tech, and it was
the Bears' final seven-run comeback in the eighth inning
which won them the game, 12-7.

It was Patriot coach Rick Smoliak who noticed the
deja vu. "The game was almost like Brooklyn's except
the score was 12-7 instead of 12-6," lie said. Three days
earlier, Brooklyn College had scored three runs in the
eighth and six in the ninth to capture a 12-6 victory in
an important Knickerbocker Conference game.

The loss lowered their conference record to 3-4, and a
win over Tech would have enabled them to have a
(chance at finishing above .500, and would have set a new
team record. But, as against Brooklyn, it wasn't to be.

"We walked 12 against Brookly ni and 11 against

Tech," complained Smoliak. "We had 18 left on base -
that's ridiculous!"

Although Stony Brook has been hitting well of late,
the team still has failed to come through in the clutch,
to make contact when it counts. Smoliak ageed.

Cohere were four innings in which we left [a total of]
ten on base, and we struck out for the last out," the
coach said. "One of our definite weaknesses is hitting
with men on base. By striking out, we're giving the other
team a lift." 0

Closely Contested
Nevertheless, it was a closely contested game

throughout. Ray Helinski started for Stony Brook and
Bob O'Gorman for Tech, and both pitched well.
O'Gorman had to - he gave up ten walks.

Stony Brook opened the scoring in the third on
back-to-back, two-out triples by Matt Tedesco and Steve
Aviano. After Tech had scored two in the fourth on
three singles and a walk, the Pats tied it in the sixth as
Mike Garofola singled in Artie Trakas. Aviano fanned

with three on to end the inning.
In the bottom of the sixth, though, Tech scored three

times to take a 5-2 lead. Helinsd was reached for a pair
of doubles plus a walk, and Smoliak brought in Hal
Silver to pitch.

The fighthanderss impolite welcome was a triple to
left which scored a runbut aGreen-Garofola-Trakas-Mlke
Carman relay nipped the home run attempt at the plate.
It spurred the Pat bats.

Scoring a run in the seventh, Stony Brook added four
more in the eighth, and led 7-5. Rocket Rossini singled
in two,, and a pair of Bear errors brought in another two
runs.

Silver Relieved
Smoliak brought in Artie Lencek to relieve Silver,

who had not been effective most of this season. "I felt
that Lencek could contain Tech, and naturally throw
strikes," said Smoliak.

Lencek didn't. Three walks and two singles gave Tech
the lead again, at 8-7. Lencek never did get an out. "It's
just one of those things," the pitcher said.

Joe Graziano came in to allow a couple of runs, and
Mike Sweeney got Tech out, enabling the Pats to come
back. Like Brooklyn, though the last comeback
belo-nged to the opposition. Rosini struck out with teil
bases loaded to Xeaid the ganme. ;ind quelledl the fi'alriu:'
comeback hopes.

"It secins like tile har< - i{-ev(n here be fore." - --ja u.

Patriots 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 4 0 - 7 10 0
N.Y. Tech 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 7 X - 12 11 4

Helinski, Silver (6), LENCEK (3-3) (8), Graziano
(8), Sweeney (8), and Carman; O't3orman, RIZZO
(8), and White.
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In the Sportsligfht

Chris Ryba
Trackmen Hurdle Lehman

A l a ; Ac ib

a

Anyone wishing to join the Statesman
Sports staff as either an assistant Sports
editor or a staff member for the upcoming
fall term need only contact Charlie Spiler
(GGA16 - 4227), Al Fallick (KE218 -
3706) or Greg Gutes (KE314 - 3736) or
the sports mailbox at Statesman (Union
058) for further information.
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By HOWARD FLOUNDER
Coming two days after the biggest meet of the season

- the Collegiate Track Championship - one might
expect a dual meet to be rather anticlimactic. But in the
Patriot's 87-66 victory over Lehman, Stony Brook's Bob
Rosen, John Kefalos, and Sol Henley hardly knew the
word.

Running to Patriot swimmer Leah Holland's
quarter-mile tune of "C'mon, Bobby," Rosen, with
seemingly little trouble and little opposition, set a school
record at two miles by just over one second. Striding
through the first mile in 4:42, Rosen finished up in
9:43.1, with Lehman's Ken Ralston a distant second in
10:12. Unless someone else makes the scene in the next
week, Rosen, a graduating senior, should leave Stony
Brook with school marks in the mile, two-mile,
three-mile, and cross-country.

The dark horse in the meet was John Peterson.
Peterson completed the two-mile in third place in his
first appearance of the outdoor season. Though out with
foot injuries most of the year, he turned hi a very
creditable 10:21. Peterson, who will be a senior next
year, is looking forward to the cross-country season to
run as well as he has in the past. «

Ralston and Patriot Dennis Berg were neck and neck
in the mile run until the final 200 yards, when Berg
slipped to second as Ralston sprinted for the finish.
Berg's time of 4:35.6 was less than two seconds behind
first. Lehman will lose a fine distance runner and able
competitor in Ralston when he graduates this year.

In a triple jump contest that was more an intramural
event than intercollegiate, Kefalos and Henley battled it
out for first place. On his very first try, Henley jumped
44'2" - his best of the year. But Kefalos, on his first
attempt, bettered that by 1l/4". Undeterred, Henley
came back to up Kefalos by 3/4", but Kefalos, not content
with second best, finally put Henley and everyone else
out of reach with his winning leap of 44'51/2".

"I'm up for this one," said Bruce Shapiro, who placed
third in the junior varsity discus Saturday. Shapiro won
the discus with his 127'7" toss, and substituted ably for
Steve Leshner with his first place in the shot and second
in the hammer. Leshner missed the meet after straining
his back.

Jack Platt won the hammer for Stony Brook. "It
wasn't particularly fantastic," he said. "No
competition."

In the sprints, T.C. Cunningham was first in the 220,
but was second behind Ron Elliot of Lehman in the
100-yard dash. Charlie Reiss anchored the 440-yard
relay team to first in 44.1 seconds. Jeff McKee and Brian
Duncan placed one-two in the 120-yard high hurdles.

On Saturday, the trackmen oppose Hofstra and
Brooklyn Poly on the Hofstra track and on Monday they
close the season in Staten Island in a dual meet against
Wagner.

Statesman/Gary Kleinman

JACK PLATT sets (above), and lets the hammer fly
(below). Platt took first place against Lehman in what he
called a "no competition" contest.

Today's game at Pace College in New York City
holds more significance for Chris Ryba than most
baseball games do. Not from a Stony Brook
standpoint, though. This time it's all major league.

Attending the contest will be Hank Kelly, a
major league scout - for the New York Mets. A
few weeks ago, a lesser Met scout watched Ryba
pitch, liked what he saw, and told Kelly, who now
has observed the righthander against C.W. Post
College and Brooklyn College.

The junior from New Britain, Connecticut,
wouldn't mind being impressive because his goal is
"to play pro ball."

With a 1.74 Knick Conference earned run
average (ERA) anc a 1.83 ERA overall, Ryba also
has attracted attention from the Chicago White
Sox and the San Francisco Giants. More than his
ERAit is his fastball which makesRyba someone
opposing batters would rather not face.

Shortstop Mike Garofola knows. "I have a
tendency to fall asleep out there because either
he's striking out everyone when he has his control
or he's walking someone when he doesn't," says
Garofola.

Actually, this season, Ryba's control has
improved spectacularly, although his 2-2 record
wouldn't tip you off. Fifty-eight strikeouts, 24
walks, and 39 hits in 54 innings pitched speak loud
enough.

Ryba himself is outspoken. Much of next year's
student-funded athletics money was campaigned
for by Ryba. He organized people to get petitions
signed, and students to vote for the funds.

His interest in athletics is especially manifested
by Ryba's being a two-sport man. The six-foot-six,
205-pounder, having lettered in baseball for three
years, also has played two years of varsity
basketball after he led the freshman team to a 16-2
record.

"He's one of our leaders," says Patriot baseball
coach Rick Smoliak. "Of course the fellows have
to look up to him - he's 6-6."

The graduate of St. Thomas Aquinas High
School, of which he was senior class president, also
is a popular resident assistant (RA) on the C1 hall
of James College. "He's a leader," says one of his
hallmates, catcher Chief Colonna. "He has the
ability to mold people in the right direction."

And after today, for Ryba, the right direction
may be toward Flushing, Queens. That's where
Shea Stadium is. - ALAN H. FALLICK

JEFF McKEE displays the style that enabled him to take
first place in the 120-yard high hurdles.

Rosen Sets Record in 2-Mile

Statesman/Gary Kleinman

STEVE LESHNER, in action in the CTC's was unable to
compete against Lehman due to an injury.
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It's budget time in Albany, and it's not
uncommon to see many appropriations
requests chopped into little pieces. So, we
weren't too caught off-guard when we
learned that there were quite a few items in
the SUNY budget which got the ax.

But there was one item whose 33
percent slashing is quite alarming. It
appears to be a continuation of the trend
to keep demanding higher and higher
tuition at SUNY. And it must stop.

Chancellor Boyer announced tuition
increases last spring, but promised that
tuiticn waivers would take up the slack, so
that the middle-income student wouldn't
notice the increase. But it really appears
that the promise of "taking up the slack"
was an ameliorating tactic to soften
opposition to the hike last spring. Every
student found himself paying more this
year than the previous year for tuition.

If the five million dollars isn't restored
to the tuition waiver appropriation, the

student might very well end up with a
disguised tuition increase. The amount of
assistance from the state will have to be cut
somewhere. And the financial brunt will
inevitable fall on those students least
equipped to meet it.

The Chancellor pledged last year that
those students would not be saddled with
tuition increases. We hold him to that
promise, not only for direct hikes, but for
indirect ones as well. It's his obligation to
see that this very important appropriation
be fought for with all the influence he can
muster.

Too often, Administrators escape
responsibility for the death or severe cuts
in a program which they really don't care
about, simply by claiming: "They cut our
budget." This time, that's not good
enough. We expect the Chancellor to come
up with that appropriation. His credibility
is ot stake.

CO
0

L.

often, gumming up the surrounding
beaches. Imagine how much worse it would
be with a major drilling area just off-shore?

And despite tougher environmental laws,
it is difficult to prosecute polluters,
because you just can't identify a certain
spill as belonging to a certain company.
The companies certainly haven't shown
responsibility in policing themselves.

What it comes down to is clever
manipulation by the oil companies of our
government and our natural resources,
regardless of the consequences. From
trumped up problems concerning energy
shortages to their ubiquitous PR campaign,
the huge oil companies of America are
going all-out to get their way. They have
even got Nixon asserting that we must
develop the North Atlantic oil reserves in
order to keephour country rolling.

The Franklin National Bank in a recent
report declared that "anyone who believes
that there is an energy shortage is gullible
or worse." Many experts have pointed out
that there is much waste in refining,
management and shipping that could be
tightened up. This would help the oil
industry to ravage less of our environment,
meet our energy needs, and lower prices.

The government should clamp down
hard on the oil tycoons, before taking
expedient alternatives, like drilling off the
Long Island shore. It might not be easier,
but it will be less costly in the long run.

The readiness with which the Federal
government decided to allow test drillings
off the Long Island shore is alarming. The
major oil companies, ogling the George's
Bank area of the Atlantic with a view
towards drilling for oil, have convinced the
Department of Interior to allow them to
begin exploratory drillings.

This action on the part of the
government shows a profound callousness
for the economies of the North Atlantic
states, and a dull eagerness to take the first
expedient solution to energy shortages. The
oil companies have overly dramatized any
oil shortage that actually exists, by closing
down a few select gas stations, and raising
prices. They have stampeded the
government into risking damage to the
economy of this area in lieu of an
expedient answer to energy needs.

We agree with Suffolk County Executive
John Klein as he charged that Long Island's
substantial fishing industry would be
greatly hurt by off-shore drilling activity. In
addition, Suffolk County resort industry
would suffer greatly should its beaches be
polluted.

Despite the mammoth ad campaign
which the oil companies are running to
push their ecology image, oil spills are
common occurrences. Even in Port
Jefferson Harbor, which has only a small
oil shipping terminal, oil spills happen

Backdoor Tuition Hikes?

Getting Their Corporate Way

TELL ME MORE ABOUT THIS ENERGY CRISIS OF WHICH YOU SPEAK . . .
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By TERRY C. S. LENZ
""Hey you faggot, why don't you

learn how to throw a ball!" "How
could you like that music; what are
you, a Sid or somethin?" What d'ya
mean you're going to hear
Mozart ... today's the Superbowl.'
Yeah . .. how could any wholesome
American male not get goose bumps at
the thought of spending Sunday
afternoon watching a football game on
T.V.?

Does any of the above sound
familiar? How many of you can recall
being told to stop being a sissy?
Remember that older friend, brother,
or parent who taught you how to
throw a curve ball, how to fight like a
man, etc., etc.? Yes, the ways of the
world are pretty crooked. Every boy
has to either shape up and be a man or
become a perpetual reject and
scapegoat . . . a faggot. But such
conditioning takes its toll (John?) on
the individual and on society. When
you start learning how to throw that
ball and stop listening to your
mother's recordings of Mozart arias
the consequences are far-reaching and
tragic. It's not that there's anything
wrong with playing ball, but that you
are forced to repress all in your
character that society labels as
feminine and channel your energies
only in directions that are viewed as
socially acceptable, without any regard

for your natural potentials and desires.
Such repressive upbrnging creates

mssed-up adults. Always under the
pressure to live up to that masculine
stereotype, you are in a constant
struggle to guard against the escape of
any latent elements of your
personality that don't fit the manly
image. Perpetually having to be on
your guard makes you tense and
defensive. Just to be sure that no one
suspects, even for a second, that you
might be less than a "man," you
redirect suspicion onto others by
cruelly mocking them when they don't
live up to the stereotype.

This conditioning process has other
social consequences as well. Though
there are lots of other forms of
physical exercise - a very necessary
and enjoyable thing - which are not
competitive, you are forced to learn
how to "play ball." But that's just the
point . . . you have to learn how to
compete in a competitive,
male-dominated world, and what
better way to reinforce this mentality
than by making competition the
essential element of all your leisure
activity.

Meanwhile, the female is trained to
repress all her natural agressive
instincts so that she will easily fit into
her subservient role in adult society.
She is left defenseless after "'correct"
childrearing to be dominated,

become a revolutionary . . . not
without endangering the welfare of his
family. Therefore we are conditioned
from infancy to channel our sexual
energies toward heterosexual outlets,
and forced to repress the homosexual
impulses which are just as present as
the heterosexual in each of us. For at
birth the sexual drive doesn't
discriminate male from female. We are
born capable of loving any person
without regard to sex. But
homosexuality does not foster the
exclusive development of heterosexual
monogamous relationships. So we are
conditioned to repress our
homosexuality; and to justify the
contradictions which such channeling
creates, we label homosexuality as
sick, sinful, deviant, etc., etc. Too bad
for those who somehow don't get
"'property" conditioned. And of
course it's too bad that all of us end
up objectifying everyone else based
upon whether they qualify as a sex
object or not. The result is that we
find it extremely difficult to form
complete and satisfying relationships
with anyone.

Homosexuality ain't all that's
repressed in this society. You can
forget about creativity too. Sobriety
and discipline are the backbone of a
strong state. hence the Puritan ethic.
Drinking becomes an evil. And you
must learn to hold your urine. A
factory worker wouldn't be very
productive if he could get drunk
whenever he wanted to or piss half his
day away.

As long as the system is permitted
to condition us to repress our natural
energies and creativity, and to tutn us
against one another by forcing us into
exploitative roles (men dominating
women, whites oppressing blacks) then
it will survive . . . because we will be
incapable of liberating ourselves and
uniting against our true enemies. And
it a individuals who suffer most under
this system for the oppressed groups
arecyou know, made up of thinking,
feeling people. Women will remain
restricted to shallow, boring lives, their
destinies subordinated to the interests
of men, their creativity stifled. And
men, conditioned to be part of the
repressive mechanisms of society, to
repress all their sensuality, will
continue to be perverted by that inner
struggle caused by the necessity of
maintaining that masculine facade.

So next time someone calls you a
faggot for preferring Mozart or poetry
or dancing or crying or loving another
guy to the (Toilet?) Bowl, thank her
or him. For once you're probably
letting some of your inner self escape,
instead of struggling to repress your
very being. Enjoy it. You'll be happier
- and - if it catches on, a
revolutionary new society may be
"blowin' in the wind" sooner than you
thing.
(The writer, under a pseudonym, is an
undergraduate at SUSB.)

manipulated, and exploited by men.
Wonder why all this is? Didn't any

of you guys ever secretly feel bitter at
all the pressure to confonn to the male
stereotype and wish that you could do
what you wanted to without having to
worry about what somebody might say'!
lIat is so long as you didn't hurt
anyone else. I believe you if you say
you didn't because unlike the example
I portrayed before, the average
mommy has a tight alliance with
daddy for the struggle to make sure
that their son or daughter is properly
conditioned from the earliest age.
They'll be just as quick as daddy to
call you a sissy if you don't get out
there and learn to swing that bat.

But we can't blame it all on Mom
and Dad. As much as you don't want
to face it, the process by which this
kind of social conditioning is passed
on over the generations is intimately
tied to political, social, and economic
institutions.

Authoritarian and economically
expanding states and societies have
been dependent from time
imrmemorial upon the repression and
channeling of natural human instincts
and desires into socially acceptable
and serviceable directions. The family
structure is necessary for the
maintenance of political and economic
stability. A man who has to support a
wife and kids can't quit his job and

Q .
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By ALEXIS V. LANE
All through the year, you have

undoubtedly heard a lot of people
outline their blueprints for peace and
brotherhood. You've probably also
noticed that virtually all of them are
willing to tax, draft, and otherwise
assault you to gain their ends.

The rationale behind this attitude is
simple. You see, you don't count.
You are dumb and ignorant, too
stupid to make your own decisions.
You people out there get yourselves
"trapped into roles and jobs without
understanding the socialization process
involved." And who is it that decides
this? Who is it that is able to know
what goes on in your head better than
you yourself? Why, it's a special group
of gifted, precious people who have
nothing but the welfare of humanity
in mind when they declare: "4Thou
shalt not drink alcohol, or smoke
grass, or scan porno, or own gold, or
hire a stripper . . ."

I, as a libertarian, disagree with all
of these savers of our souls. I don't
think people are stupid. There are no
gods or goddesses sent down from
Olympus to wander among us and
spread the world. People who appoint
themselves (or, worse, get appointed)
to the post of public watchdog are
totalitarians. And this applies to both
the Griswold, Connecticut school
officials who, " acting in the best
interests of the students," ripped out a
37-page chapter on human
reproduction from the school's
physiology text, to those three women
who, undoubtedly acting in the best
interests of all you women out there,
were (probably) instrumental in
cancelling two sexist entertainment
acts on campus.

I am not arguing in favor of 01
against topless events on campus. My
concern rests primarily with the
Neanderthal mentality that wishes to
ban them.

It used to be, before Women's Lib
became prominent, that just about the
only reason for the banning of skin
shows was on the grounds of "appeal
to prurient interest." By and by, some
people started to disagree, arguing that
the state has no right to regulate
public morals and that if they wished
to see an exposed breast, then
assuming they could find someone

willing to expose, no crime existed.
But now, our intrepid crusaders from
the Women's Center come storming
into the saloons, swinging their
hatchets like so many Carrie Nations
and chanting "Objectification!"- and
by-God, they'll de-chauvinize all those
males, or know the reason why!

It seems that people are constantly
doing things for others. They
invariably end up doing things to
them. Idiocy is not confined to the
Christians for a Moral Society or to
the Stony Brook Women's Center.
Judge Tyler of New York won't let
you see "Deep Throat" because he
thinks it is the "nadir of decadence."
Many still feel we should have an
active peacetime draft (and forget to
ask the draftees how they feel about
it). The Asshole of the Year award
should go to the mayor of Stow, Ohio,
who went and acted "in the best
interests" of his son when he turned
the kid in to the cops for giving grass
to his younger brother. Thanks to the
civic-mindedness of his old man, the
kid is facing a 30-year-to-life sentence
for the rap. And, of course, the most
painfully stark extreme of the policy
of subjugating a people for their own
good came in the form of the Vietnam

War where we tried to force somebody
to follow our yellow brick road.

There is an alternative. It is
libertarianism, which holds that
nobody has the right to physically
enforce their will on you and that the
only proper form of social interaction
is voluntarism. It is a difficult
alternative, because it means letting
others do what they think is right,
rather than forcing them to do what
you think is proper. For this reason,
conservatives consider this alternative
leftist, and leftists look at libertarians
as some sort of rightists.
Libertarianism is not popular today
because its main methods of influence
are non-violent (ostracism, boycott,
etc.). These methods are scoffed at in
a world in which killing for peace is
not a ludicrous contradiction but a
fact of life, where attempts at reason
are never made because violence seems
so much more effective (not to
mention, chic).

It is voluntarism that will lead to
peace and brotherhood and not all of
the frilly plans of the would-be
Schickelgrubers and Nations of the
world. Laissez-faire.
(The writer is an undergraduate at
SUSB.)
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To the Editor:
I would like to initiate the

oncoming barrage of advice from
seniors to the rest of the University.
Why would a graduating senior who
loves to sleep late, has already been
accepted to --raduate school and has
little or no worries, subject himself
to a 20 hour, hectic pace, distorting
all interpersonal relationships (a
scarce Stony Brook commodity)
and proceed to launch a $109000
lawsuit (e.g. Pathmark at Coram),
daily picketing at Pathmark
(Smithaven Mall), a virtual sit-in at
the Lettuce Boycott Table in the
Union lobby, and have nightmares
of being crushed between two
heads of scab lettuce (non-UFW
lettuce that is). By now a few
friends and acquaintances recognize
who I am - yup - Irv the lettuce
boycott freak.

The psych majors who now are
assuming that I'm going into a long,
boring story about the old "how I
got involved' rap are going to be
disappointed. The source of the
"illness" is simply meeting the
people who are building the UFW
movement: Marcos Munez, Dolores
Huerta, Cesar Enriquez and
numerous other people I respect
and love. People can be turned on
to something by reading, or even
seeing events on film or T.V., but in
my experience - the enthusiasm
and passon that borders on
fnaticism can come only through
eye-ban to eyeball contact.

Tberefore, I w ecom( nd (after
an, as the ath mana said, I

o

Housing Complaint RebuttedI continuity from year to year, etc.)
(3) Th University-wide priority

system was used to admit students
to other Roth Collegs.

(4) Re 'nog Roth residents, and
inra-qued moes ed may

spae, inel all of the senior
spots in Henix and Mount pow
to e dh of inter-quad moveiL

(5) Approximately 70 students
(classes 74,75, 76) who chose Roth
Ad not get into the quad because:
(a) their priority points were not
hih enough to admit them to any
of the regula spaces (this included
Ms. Millet's block, and others with
2.0 points); or (b) they were not
chosen from the lottery used to fill
the reserved junior-sophomore
spaces in Hendrix and Mount
(several blocks with one senior,
including Ms. Millet's included in
this lottery, although the senior
quota had been over-filled already).
Obviously, if everyone could win
there would be no need for a
lottery. Ms. Millet was among those
who lost.

Admittedly, the process was
complicated. It was, however,
administered as fairly as possible,
given such added problems as
students who are "registered class
of 75 but will graduate in 74" (eg.
Ms. Millet). The day after room
selection, we began a Roth waiting
list of "name, address, and story"
to be used to help out as many
"system victims" as possible during
the summer.

There were problems with this
year's room selection process - and
they were clearly exaggerated in the
more popular quads. For that
reason, it would certainly have been
more productive and more
responsible for Statesman to have
evaluated the entire process
(including the quota system) and to
make some kind of
recommendation for next year,
than to publish a "4viewpoint" that
engages in little more than
name-calling and misleading
personal attacks.

Elaine Ingulli
Quad Manager, Roth Quad

To the Editor.
Ih Waterpite affair brings us

now each day. Each
succeeding one makes it harder to
beive that th dent totally
in et. Now John Dea has

_eald that Nixon knew of and
purticipatd In the cover up as early
a lot Ockober. This should not
surprse students of Nxon's
political history. Dhrty dnsh
been veeed in each of his
previous ampigns: 1946, 1950,
1952, 1960, 1962, 1968 - some
merely unethical and und d,
others in outright violation of the
law, and a number of which he was
personally involved. 'Me men who
pulled off Watergate and the
myriad related operations were the
same ones who engineered the dirty
deeds of a number of previous
campaigns which Nixon did know
about by 1972, regardless of
whether he was aware of Watergate
at the time that it happened. Nixon
hired these men to run his 1972
campaign after he knew what they
had done in earlier campaigns. Is
this the manner of an honest,
ethical statesman or an
underhanded, shabby politician?

Watergate is destroying the fibre,
the integrity and the credibility of
the Presidency in the eyes of the

To the Editor:
At what p t doff a long

" vi w n beWe an article?
And, at ta point, s a newsppe
not spI e for the news it
prnts - for cfo the "facts"
befor pblishing the a tie?

In the bnemt of spa
jounaism, I woud like to dariy

"as e in
the recent vewpoint by Nancy
Millet.

(1) I assume Itt --smn did not
know that John CAre:i ,Ms. Suet,
and I met to discuss room selection
prior to the submission of Wis.
Millet's "open letter" cling for
such a seeo"g

(2) At that time, Ms. Millet
showed us her letter and offered to
withhold it if we would "put [her]
into Roth." At the very least, she
hoped, we might place- her suite
first on the waiting list (i.e., ahead
of 50 other students who had not
gotten into Roth for one reason or
another, including many who had
lost the same lottery that Ms.
Millet's block lost.)

(3) At that meeting, the entire
rooms selection process was
explained to Ms. Millet, as well as
the specifics as to why her block
was not admitted.

Briefly -
(1) The 60/40 (male/female)

ratio was applied to each Roth
College.

(2) The "dass quota" system
used to admit students to Hendrix
and Mount was initiated by the
plegsltures of those oleges and

approved by Housing.
(Reminder: The idea of

designating "X" number of spaces
forstudents of a particular dass is
not unprecedented. Colleges in
every quad have reserved spaces for
incoming Hemen, although most
freshmen spaces in Roth have gone
unclaimed since the cosing of Roth
cafeteria. Mount and Hendrix
"requested sophomores and
juniors"" for many of the same
reasons that other colleges request
freshmen, eg., to provide the
college program with some

American people and the world. If
Nixon redly owes America as he
sad in his ked Cheed rs

the ote night., be wil
resign his office. But be ke m
power more thanr, bhe
wont. I am, therefore, g for a
citizens' movement for

_m~flchen to be _
immediately tbxougi masVWdiclto ot peitin

Imeahmn is not a Mid
idea. No ouan anding
conservave than Bury Goldwater
suggested his move if Nixon's
oomplicity in the Watergte affir
could be esthed. It is said that
impea hment p en s would
damae hfaith in the presidency.
Permitting Nixon to continue to
bold office under the
circustances, though, would
damage the institution even more.
In addition, impeachment and
conviction would be a lesson to
other unscrupulous politicians of
like stripe in the future that the
American people demand nothing
but the highest ethical standards
and absolute integrity from their
elected officials. I hope other
patriotic Americans will join me in
this endeavor.

William C. Bernstein
Department of History

To the Editor:
As an of you know, Sherman

Raftenberg, a freshman from Valley
Stream, New York, died tragically
in an accident on campus earlier
this year. In accordance with the
wishes of Mr. and Mrs. George
Raftenberg and members of the
Raftenberg family, the Stony
Brook Foundation is sponsoring the
Sherman Raftenberg Prize in
Astronomy. This prize will be
presented annually at University
Commencement Exercises to an
outstanding student in a field of
special interest to Sherman
Raftenberg.

We ask for your help in
memorializing this outstanding

young man. Your tax deductible
contribution made out to the
Sherman Raftenberg Prize in
Astronomy will create the
endowment which will aid the
Foundation in establishing this
special prize.

Please send your contributions to
the Foundation's campus address,
Room 319, in the Administration
Building, or to the Stony Brook
Foundation, Box 666, Stony
Brook, New York, 11790.

Thank you.

John Toll, President
Max Dresden, Faculty

Senate Committed Chaiman
Steve Rabinowitz, Polity President

We must say and enforce the fact
that any leader or department head
is directly responsible for the
actions of his handpicked
subordinates.

We the Americans Concerned for
America, previously known as the
highly respected ' WSilent Majority,"
are mandating that Mr. Nixon as
President of the United States
resign with Honor.

The office of President under Mr.
Nixon's command has lost respect,
honor and effectiveness throughout
the world.

William Bologna
"Americans Concerned for America"'

To the Editor:
The disclosures of the recent

past, the present and too most
likely the future, of Mr. Nixon's
hand picked subordinates
involvement in the criminal
activities of Watergate, insults the
very integrity of the American
people.

These criminal and dishonorable
acts must be acted upon by the
American people in a strong
decisive and positive manner. We
can not allow one man, even
though he may be the President, to
consider himself beyond the
reproach of the people. If we allow
this, he then becomes the people.

am 44arrogant"v) to all friends that
have shown such great support for
the lettuce boycott on this campus
(on a monetary basis we sold $150
in buttons in just seven weeks!),
please go pay a visit to the UFW
office and home, located at 331 W.
Eighty-fourth St. (off West End
Ave.).

T he outgrowth of the list two
months has led to many tangible
results, such as meeting and
working with some of the nicest
people I've ever met. Also, our
experiences with the outside
community and their reaction to
our picketing was universally
sympathetic and azngly
favorable. Old stereotypes were
constantly being refuted. I've met
all types of interesting people -
union men who never will cross an
AFL-CIO picketline, housewives
and religious people who showed
concern and interest, and even
executives who sympathized with
the poorest workers in America and
would walk back to their cars and
leave Pathmark.

The talents and energy that we
possess when brought together ha,
enabled the S.B. Lettuce Boycott
to become stronger and more
effective. I will be forever indebted
to the UFW for giving me a new
sense of purpose and the most
interesting, useful ("educational")
semester in my four years here. As
the United Farmworker union
people say: Si Se Puede! It can be
done!

To the Editor:
Much-touted anti-war leader

Rene Davis is newly devoted to a
religious cult headed by a
15-year-old Indian guru and "would
cross the planet" on his "hands and
knees to touch his toe.9 This
should be dear evidence of the
bankrupt leadership and poos,
judgment foisted on the left by the
foundations and sensation-seeking
news media during the 1960's.

Then have given the
left such a black-eye as cut-throat
pipates by their abortive sitains,
momentary takeovers, and glib
revolutionary rhetoric that the
typical voter now would rather
trust the maia instead.

The media never gave proper
attention to the sincere, realistic,
gotssrts workers who did the
had doort4o-door ng in the
McCarthy, e a McGkd

campaigns. Nor did they give
proper credit to sincerely reformist
and truly effective organizations
like SANE, Americans for
Democratic Action, the New
Democratic Coalition or Common
Cause'

Sincere leftists cannot indulge in
further mannerisms foisted on them
by leftist misleaders: black-magic,
rock-music, body-therapy politics,
Indian gurus, drugs and the like.
They must remember that despite
all the Nixon-Agnew rhetoric about
praying for peace, conservatives will
not likely abandon the ballot box
to go back to their rosary beads and
holy-roller revivals. Nor should
sincere leftists follow the misleaders
planted in their midst, abandon real
politics, and wallow in a
"sub-culture" of bangles and beads.

Jm Senywyn

II

Give to Raftenberg Fund

Nixon Resign With Honor

Reflections of a Senior...

Grassroots Leftism Vindicated



Calendar of Events sman/Frank Sappell
FRIDAY, MAY 11

Play: T.S. Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral will be
presented at 8:30 p.m. in the Community
Church on Christian Avenue in Stony Brook.
The play is being put on as a benefit for
RESPONSE, the local crisis phone center. Free,
donations accepted. Also Saturday.

Recital: Violinist Russell Baker will perform in a
student recital at 8:30 p.m. in Lecture Center
105.

mn: "Bonnie and Clyde" will be shown at 8
p.m. in the Lecture Center, room 110.

Dance: Kelly Quad's Spring Thing begins with
an Oldies Dance at 9 p.m. in Kelly Cafeteria.
Beer will be served.

Film: Kelly Quad Spring Thing presents "Earl
Scruggs Review," a Country, Bluegrass and Folk
Festival movie with Bob Dylan and Joan Baez. 8
p.m. & 1 a.m. in Kelly Cafeteria.

Play: The George Gershwin Music Box is
presenting the musical play "Company" in the
Stony Brook Union Auditorium at 8 p.m. Also
Saturday night and Sunday afternoon at 2 p.m.
Tickets are free but should be reserved in
advance by calling 6-4132 or 6-7041.

Play: "La Castrata," an absurd murder mystery
musical, will be on campus in the Fanny Brice
Theatre at 8:30 p.m. Saturday, May 12 at 11:30
p.m. and Sunday & Monday at 8:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

Revival: Mount College's Other Side
Coffeehouse is sponsoring a Rock n' Roll
Revival at 9 p.m.

Play: A street theatre musical "The World and
the Child" will be presented on the Earth and
Space Science Mall at 12 noon. Admission is
free. In case of rain,-the play will be presented in
the Irving College Lounge. Also Saturday at 2
p.m. at Kelly Quad. Rain-Kelly Cafeteria.

Mime: New York Mime Duet - Rene Houtrides
and Louis Gilbert at 8 p.m. in Surge B.

SATURDAY, MAY 12

Baseball: Stony Brook's Varsity Baseball team
will play its final game of the season against
Sacred Heart beginning at 11 a.m. on the
athletic field.

Tennis: The Varsity Tennis team will play its
final matches of the season against CCNY at 1
p.m. on the courts adjacent to the athletic field.

Concert: A composers concert "Mostly from the
Last Decade," will begin at 8:30 p.m. in the
Humanities Building, room 107.

Dance: The Chinese Student Organization is
sponsoring a "Dynasty Dance" in the Stony
Brook Union Ballroom beginning at 8 p.m.

Spring Thing: Kelly Quad's Spring Thing
continues today with an outdoor barbeque from
noon to 4 p.m.; hamburgers, hot dogs, beer and
soda will be on sale. A student auction will be
held from 4 p.m. until 6 p.m. featuring a variety
of goods including refrigerators, and all
afternoon a crafts bazaar will be held in the
quad. At 9 p.m. a dance and an all night party
will begin with two live bands in the cafeteria
with plenty of beer.

Trip: The Commuter Center is sponsoring a bus
trip to see "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest."
Tickets are $3.00 for a $7.50 ticket plus
transportation and are on sale at the Commuter
Center. For information call Gray College al
246-7747.

Mime: Michael Henry, Impressions in Mime at 8 TUESDAY, MAY 15
p.m. in Surge B.

Workshop: There will be a mime workshop open
to all students at 2 p.m. in Surge B, room 114.

SUNDAY,MAY 13

Concert: The University Orchestra will perform
a major spring concert in the gymnasium at 8:30
p.m.

- SAB Informal Concerts presents an evening
of traditional blues with Robert Pete Williams at
8 p.m. in the Union Theatre. The film "Blues
Like Showers of Rain" will also be shown.
Admission is free.

- Vocalist Elayne Penn will perform a Master
of Music Graduate Recital at 3 p.m. in Lecture
Center room 105.

Movie: COCA will show the film "King of
Hearts" at 8 p.m. and Bunuel's "Milky Way" at
10 p.m. in Lecture Center room 100. A limited
number of tickets will be available at the door
for 50 cents.

MONDAY, MAY 14

Concert: James Shull will perform on the viola
at 8:30 p.m. in Lecture Center room 105.

Lectures: Dr. C.N. Yang will continue his lecture
series on the world view of modern physics
presented for the beginning student of physics at
5:30 p.m. in room 135 of the Physics building.

-Dr. Jacques Guilmain will speak on
"Architecture and Technology" at 5:30 p.m. in
Lecture Center room 109.

-- Professor Leopoldo Castedo will discuss
Latin American Cultural Developments at 5 p.m.
in the Bio building in room 100.

-Asian economics expert, Dr. Charles
Hoffman, will speak on Economic Life of the
People's Republic of China at 5:30 p.m. in the
Old Engineering building in room 143.

-Historian Ruben Weltsch will lecture on
"Reaction at Mid-Century" at 5:30 p.m. in
Lecture Center room 109.

Film: A multimedia presentation of Pablo
Neruda's poem "The Heights of Machu Pichu"
will be presented in Lecture Hall room 100 at

; 5:30 p.m.

s Meeting: There will be a final meeting of the
r Stony Brook chapter of Student American
t Medical Association (SAMA) in Surge I, room

2114 at 8 p.m.

Movie: Tuesday Flicks will show Basil Rathbone
and Nigel Bruce as Sherlock Holmes and Dr.
Watson in "House of Fear" and "Sherlock
Holmes and the Secret Weapon" at 8 p.m. in the
S.B.U. Auditorium.

- Women's Cinema presents a film and
discussion series studying the socialization of
women. The film will be "Pillow Talk" starring
Doris Day and the discussion is "The Good
Girl-Bad Girl Syndrome" at 8 p.m. in Lecture
Center room 103.

Concert: Sy Shaffer will conduct a Master of
Music Graduate Recital at 8:30 p.m. in Lecture
Center room 105.

Tournament: The weekly Duplicate Bridge will
be held in room 226 in the S.B.U. at 8 p.m.
Admission is $1.

Lectures: Dr. David Benfield will continue his
lectures on ethical questions in a philosophical
context at 5:30 p.m. in Lecture Center room
102.

- Professor Sheldon Ackley
"Constitutionalism" at 8:30
Humanities building room 238.

will speak on
p.m. in the

Reading: Grinch Poetry Series has its last
reading featuring an open reading. Wine will be
served.

Lecture: Professor Peter Bretsky will speak on
"Darwin, Spencer and Society" at 5:30 p.m. in
the Humanities building room 240.

Lecture: English Professor Earl Schreiber will
discuss Frisch's "Biedermann and the Firebugs"
and sum up the course in his final lecture on
20th Century Drama tonight at 5:30 p.m. in
Lecture Center room 100.

Lecture: Distinguished Professor of Biology Dr.
Bentley Glass will continue his series of lectures
on Man's Relation to his Environment and to
Scientific Evolution with "Man and Earth"
tonight at 8:30 p.m. in room 100 of the Lecture
Center.

Today is the last day of classes for the Spring
Semester.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 16

Film: "The Cosmic Children & the Third Reel,"
a surf film, will be shown at 8 p.m. in the Union
Theater. Fifty of the most dynamic surfers in
the world set to the sounds of Jefferson
Airplane, Crosby Stills Nash & Young, the
Rolling Stones & the Chambers Bros. Beautiful
photography, 200 watts of dynamite sounds.
Admission $1.50.
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Statesman/Julie Cornflelw

Three not-so-right girls (Sandra Freidman, Ellen Ross, Teresa Parente) sing to
Bobby that "You Could Drive a Person Crazy."

By STEVE SILVERMAN

In theater, there are certain
formulas used to create a successful
show. A good cast, directing, and
choreography coupled with a great
script is the formula used to make
"Company" one of the best plays
done on campus this year. A surprise?
Hardly. Everyone knew that
"Company" featured an all star cast of
the best musical talent on campus and
the audience loved every moment.

The script concerns itself with
Bobby, a middle age bachelor and his
married friends. It is a social satire on
marriage, as we see different couples
trying to help Bobby get married and
yet stay single. The result is an evening
of fine comedy of social significance.
Steven Sondheim's music is superb.
Most musicals done this year have
required only a piano. However,
"Company" needs a full orchestra or
the entire purpose of the music is
defeated. Rich Ratner assembled
eleven musicians, whose fine
performances added much to the
show.

Director Arthur Massela is to be
credited for some ingenious work. He
has his actors change the sets
themselves, without distracting any
attention from the continuing
dialogue. In addition, his staging,
especially in "Side by Side," shows
how a skillful director can manipulate
a large cast on a confining stage.

The singing is powerful and moving.
This is Alan Mark's first performance
at Stony Brook, and his portrayal of
Bobby is a sparkling one, making
many wonder where he has been for
five years. It was, as I said, a stunning
performance. Two of his numbers,
"Someone is Waiting" and "Being
Alive" had several people actually in
tears. The rest of the cast shines as
warm 'Teresa Parente, Ellen Ross, and

Sandy Freidman combined beautiful
harmony and precision choreography
in "You Can Drive a Person Crazy"
and Miss Ross added a fine solo dance
in the "Tich-Tich" dance. Roy
Berkowitz has to be the most
underrated actor on campus. He was
solid throughout, combining the
difficult art of being both an actor and
fine singer. Yet with the many fine
individual performances in the show,
and there are many others, the entire
cast showed they can work together,
as seen in the second act opening,
"Side by Side." The orchestra, the
company, and choreography combined
in what was the most powerful
number in the show.

Perhaps the funniest scenes in the
show are "Getting Married Today," in
which Dorothy Cantwell portrays a
bride with pre-marriage jitters, and Al
Franchi and Nancy Guttman's
portrayal of a stoned couple
entertaining Bobby. Nancy's dialogue
and Al's facial expressions brought
hysterical laughter from a crowd who
probably related to every moment at
one time or another, when the three of
them got "wrecked."

The set, by Masella and Carl
Lennertz, was well designed and very
well utilized to the utmost throughout
the entire production. However, the
show's lighting was inconsistent and
occasionally distracting.

This is the last week before finals,
and many of us are busy locking
ourselves in our rooms. However, all of
us should take a break, and seeing
"Company" will not only provide a
more relaxing study break, but a solid
evening of top notch entertainment
which this reviewer strongly
recommends. "Company" can be seen
tonight, Saturday, and Monday nights
at 8:00 p.m., and Sunday at 2:00 p.m.
Tickets are free and can be obtained in
advance or at the door.

Statesman/JutlIe Cornfieid

Bobby (Alan Marks) comes to the realization that he must live, »^ Just
watch marriage, in "Being Alive"'

UC< Ce
tewoEBBS

the cast shines.,

the play movesn,

'company6 glows
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acting asks for the simple realities
Ar< Kevi<*w

Album K<*vu*w

By HELENE GITTLEMAN
The instructor is hunched over,

looking directly at the student,
imploring him, "Will you listen to
me a minute? My father always said
you were a smart man." The
instructor, in his intensity, seems
serious enough, yet the dozen or
more students sitting around are
not especially concerned. For they
are in Thr. 136's Acting I class, and
Louis Peterson is merely assuming
the role of a character in a dramatic
scene, demonstrating how he feels
the lines should be spoken. After a
silence, he steps back, eyes still on
the student, as the latter now
tackles the scene himself, speaking,
"Will you listen to me a
minute? ... "

The class meets for two hours
each Wednesday and Friday
afternoon. The students seat
themselves along the walls, leaving
an empty floor for a stage, which
on Fridays comes alive with rather
immortal figures. This particular
class was graced with such
presences as George and Martha
from Albee's "Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf," Pegeen Mike and
Christie Mahon from Synge's "The
Playboy of the Western World,"
and Charlotte Corday from Weiss'
"Marat Sade." Charlotte's portrayal
was perhaps the most unusual of
them: a blond, attractive girl
enacting the role of an insane
asylum inmate who is herself
pretending to be Charlotte Corday,
the murderess of Jean Paul Marat,
the French Revolution leader. This
particular woman in the asylum is
described as a somnambulist, hence
the student's performance is quite
strange. She stares blankly, her
body jerks stiffly and impulsively,
and her words are slowly,
pai nstaki n ' y spok i1n:

Marat
I will tell you the names of my

heroes
but I am not betraying them
for [an speaking to a dead man.

I name you ncni^s
Marat
the names of those
who hai * gathered a I Cacn.

By MINX REBMAN

"We are actors, M'boy, masters
of illusion and reality and
everything in between."

The words of Mundus ring true
in the excellent "street production"
of "The World and the Child,"
performed Wednesday in the Irving
College lounge. Although the
production was rained out and had
to be performed indoors, none of
its effectiveness was lost.

The operetta, concerned with a
child's corruption by evils and vices
in the world, is an intense
production. The child (Greg Ward)
is shown in the various stages of
man: infancy, manhood, and old

age. Ward is a talented actor with a
voice quite pleasing to the ear.

Beginning with innocence and
ending with despair, he performs
with amazing ease and a largo

llam*e B^revi^w

Duchamps, known for his

painting, "Nude Descending a

Staircase." Moholy-Nagy, and
Man Ray are several prominent
names in this art form that uses
mobile sculptures, projections,
light machines, and motorizing
for expression. Lusardi, whose

students in Art 280 had
presented the exhibit, explains

that kinetic art is highly relevant
in an "age where techology has
run rampant . . . [producing]
psychological and sociological
effects on even-body. The artist,
thus, is given the opportunity to

control technology for artistic

purposes.
The necessarily strong

dependence in kinetic art

between art and technology is

apparent in Art 280, where half
of the students are art majors.
The non-art majors, instructor
Lusardi finds, often develop
interesting mechanical processes,
but they cannot conceptualize as
well as the art students who have
studied basic design and
graphics. At the same time, the
art students have difficulty with
the mechanical implementation
of their ideas. Hence, the

formation of teams to

complement one another^ ideas

is not uncommon.

Isadore Margulies, though, is a
team unto himself. A
middle-aged undergraduate art
student, he is returning to
college after years of having run
a small machine shop. In his
kinetic art projects, he has the
advantage of artistic and
mechanical insights. "However,"
he points out, "just because
something moves, it is not
kinetic art. Kinetic art is a
matter of making the mechanical
thing beautiful." In his piece,
"Honeycomb," he uses a pattern
of a dozen or so balls changing
constantly, with the effect of a
new design each time. And, as
Margulies explains, "one of the
characteristics of mechanical
things is that their cycles will
repeat ... I don't know what
the pattern is to 'Honeycomb,'

but* I'd like to paint diamond
shapes on all the balls and see
when the exact positions come
up again."

Bob Schneider is another art
major who exhibited his works.
His projects seemed
mechanically more complex,
involving "homegrown,
ready-made" crystals and
polarized filters. Operating a
slide projector, Schneider
presented a demonstration of

the intricate and colorful
impressions that result when
light is projected through
crystals and polarized filters. "I
remember in grade school we did

experiments with scotch tape
and plastics - that's where I was
first turned on by this
phenomenon of polarized light,"
he reflects.

Bronze Structure
One exhibit at "The Time

Machine" had neither lights nor
motorizing, nor music, yet it was
a beautiful example of kinetic
art. "Maria's Chimes," a wind
sculpture by Allan Gambler, was
a bronze structure of tall,
reed-like blades that sway
gracefully in the wind or when
the base is lightly tapped with
the foot. Another exhibit,
entitled "You Can't Always Get
What You Want," was highly
complex technically, yet almost
devoid of visual aesthetics.
Described as a "sound and lights
feedback system," the viewer
was encouraged to put his hands
into a black cave-like structure
and produce different musical
pitches by moving his hands.

Each exhibit at the kinetic art
show was true, in its own
fashion, to the Greek definition
of kinesis; everything did move.

By HELENE G1TTLEMAN
There was a remarkably

lifelike portrait of a young girl
with steel-rimmed glasses and a
bored expression, tapping her
hand monotonously, up and
down, on her dungareed knee.
Unlike any ordinary painting, this
was no mere suggestion of
knee-tapping. This was real. With
the aid of latex moulding for the
hand and knee, and a motor to
keep the hand flexing, the artist
was able to create a work with
dimensions alien to traditional
art.

Bob Westerlund's "Joanne"
was part of a kinetic art show
presented last week in the
Humanities Gallon- as "The
Time Machines." "Kinetic art
enables the artist to convey to
the observer the conditional
effects of color, light,
movement, and change," art
instructor and exhibit
coordinator Lewis Lusardi
declares. "The painter and
sculptor cannot pictorially
describe cars whizzing by on the
Expressway, except by freezing
the action."

Kinetic art, the using of
technological tools as an art
medium of constant motion,
dates from about 1912.

7 name Barbaroux
and Buz of
and Potion
and Louuet
and Brissot.

One girl comments that she
thought Charlotte's speech was
spoken too rhythmically, thus out
of character for a sleepwalker.
Chuckling at the problem involved,
Peterson explains to the actress,
"You couldn't get away from the
meter. In opera, for example, you
have the musical score or a director
who tells you when to come in, but
in acting you can do it any time
you want. Your activity comes
before the lines; just get the activity
going for you, then the lines fall
in."

On Broadway
Peterson speaks with authority

when he offers suggestions. An
alumnus of the Yale Drama School
and a former member of the
Actor's Studio, he is both an actor
and a playwright. When Peterson is
not teaching script writing or
acting, he writes - one of his plays,
"Crazy Horse Have Jenny Now,"
will open on Broadway this fall.

Peterson's goals for his first-year
acting students are basic. While the
Charlotte Corday portrayal
required advanced techniques, such
as interpretation and sense
memory, Peterson's concern is that
the students simply leam to relax
and that they understand that
acting is essentially conversing with
someone else. "The only person
you can depend upon in a scene is
the other person. When he says
something, it leads you to act in a
certain way," Peterson relates.

Improvisations
We d n esday class sessions,

devoted to various exercises, often
consist of improvisations. Peterson
continues: "If the students do not
know the text or what the other
actor is going to say, they are more
relaxed. But if they read the text
beforehand, there is no support for
the emotion that they create.
Without knowing where the
emotion is coming from, they try
for it." "I was in an "improv/" one
^iri comments, "in which I wa lojd

5tatesman/larry Rubin
LOUIS PETERSON. the Broadway actor and playwright, brings his vast
knowledge of theater to several Stony Brook students in Thr. 136.

to discuss a divorce with my
husband. Meanwhile, this guy I was
acting with was secretly told to
ignore me. I had to try to get
through to him."

't ? am asking for the simple
realities of conversation, {for
st.udt -its] ... to get as close to life
as possible," Peterson explains. He
.sees his students talking in the

haihvays between classes and
remarks to them that if they could
only re-create some of those
conversations, they would have
great dramatic scenes. With the
students in Thr. 136 ranging from
theatre majors to pre-med majors,
Peterson only asks that thev "be
and use themselves."

Enjoyable Class
Perhaps It is this active nature of

the class that its members find so
attractive. "It's one of my few
enjoyable classes," Judy Hiller
states. "I can sit and watch people
do their scenes. I don't know, in
other classes, people just sit in their
little shells." The class is also
informal. The teacher doesn't
lecture much, students meander
outside in the hallway reviewing
their scenes, and the diversity of its
st; ^ents instills a strong sense of
tolerance for one another's abilities.
"We've got all different level people
here," Miss Miller continues.
"Things I haven't acquired yet,
others have got down pat." But the
highly individual nature of acting,
and Pt'torson's studied response to
each student's performance, makes
this matter quite irrelevant.

t"
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single for an AM radio. Dylan
combines with Doug on the
vocals which are performed with
perfection. Also on the first side
elements of country music and

so far this year. appear to be the
best country and folk albums
released.

It's been quite a while since

Doug Sahm was in the
mainstream of rock music as the
leader of the Sir Douglas
Quintet. With the release of

Doug Sahm and Band. he is once
more a participant rather than a
*'pectator. The album opens with
Charley Pride's "San Antone."
";''' the catchiest tune on the

,'rd and would m.tke ;< firp

By ERIC FRANK
Doug Sahm and Band - Doug
Sahm, Atlantic SC 7254
My Feet are Smiling - Leo
KottkeCapitol ST 11164

With a little help from his

friends. Doug Sahm has put
together one of the best country

albums of the year. He has

enlisted the talent of Bob Dylan.
and they are assisted by some
notable Nashville musicians like

Ken Kosek. The new album by
Leo Kottke. My Feet are

Smiling, is also in the

country-folk vein and shows
whv hf- 1-' one of the ir.o-t s'it^fC'

^intan^- ..^-.^d. Thf. * -

alb.;':. - - ** - * ^ .- .

is an original number by Bob
Dylan entitled, "Wallflower."
Helped out by David Bromberg
on the dobro, the song fits the
mood of the album as a strong
contribution by Dylan.

"Faded Love" starts the
second side off in the way "San
Antone" began side one. Bouncy
and characteristic of much of
the LP, "Faded Love" is
highlighted by Doug and Ken
Kosek playing twin fiddles.
Although a country sound
dominates the album, there are
two really fine blues cuts. The
most impressive one is "Blues
Stay Away From Me." A^ain
Bromberg contributes effectively
with the dobro by interplayin^
nicely with Dylan's guitar solo.

Although the album is not
outstanding, it provides
consistently good country-rock
by taking together the best
t'lements of the session
musicians. Each song is a strong
cut with with only a few
instances of repetition. The
atmosphere at the recording
sessions was reported to be light
and of good vibes. It must have
been. for the creativity clearly
shows on Doug Sahm and Band.

To describe the music of Leo
Kottke as pure country would
be inaccurate. Incorporated into
his style is a bit of bluegrass and
Mississippi Delta blues. Like
John Fahey. Kottke picks the
guitar with unbelievable
precision. Attracted to folk
music a1- a youngster, his early
influences include the Kingston
Trio. Don Reno and Pete Seeger.
After an LP on .he Oblivion
^ib.''. an<.;lhtr fir Tako^;:!
K( *'\'rc'-, K^tkt' b'- pr'-iutt'n

two LPs for Capitol with My
Feet Are Smiling his third. It
was recorded live at the Tyrone
Guthrie Theatre last December
in Minneapolis. (Credit should
be given to the Capitol engineers
who kept the applause to a
minimum. Judging by his
performance on the record, it
must have been quite an effort.)

Unlike the Doug Sahm album,
there are no other musicians on
the LP. It's just Kottke alone
with his guitar, and his
technique is matched only by
John McLaughlin. Most of
Kottke's songs are instrumentals
but side one contains a vocal
from his Greenhouse album.
"Louise," written by Paul Siebal
is performed very well as this
version compares favorably to
the studio one. Kottke's vocals
are somewhat reminiscent of
Fred Noil's, but they still
maintain a definite originality. A
Pete Seeger cut, "Living in the
Country," rounds out a very
enjoyable first side.

Side two contains "Bean
Time," also from Greenhouse. A
fast-moving number, it is one of
the best tracks on the LP. The
predominantly instrumental side
concludes with a medley of:
"Crow Kiver Walt/.," "Jesu, Joy
of Man's Desiring," and ".Jack
Fig-'

The Kottke album along with
the Doug Sahm LP rcprrsctit <»
high point of record releases (Ins
year. Knowing that Lcn Kott kr
and Doug Sahm put out their
best for their follower'.. I'in
looking forward to (linr nrxt
efforts. They .in' *.<'n<»ns
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amount of credibility.
The music is incredible; a

peculiar mixture of rock, blues,
sultry jazz, and bright show tunes.
The composers, Steven Weitzner
and Wally Raubicheck, are clever
and versatile. They have written a
score which is completely unique
and refreshing. A four piece band
accompanies the singers. At times it
has a tendency to drown out the
actors, but this seems to be
unavoidable in any production that
does not set up special microphones
for the performers.

Folly, an allegorical character
played by Robert DiChiara, is
superb. Though his part is amusing
and his songs are quite funny, the
inherent evil of folly is still evident.
His adversary is Mundus (Chris
Lake) who attempts to show the
child the error of his ways. Lake is
a, versatile actor who also plays a

mean bass guitar. Special attention
must also be paid to the Call Girl
(Carol Urwitz) who attempts to
seduce the Child. She has a fine
voice for blues and is very
convincing in her role. Excellent
characterizations are also given by
Kathy Garbarino as a ridiculously
methodical bank employee and by
Cas Psujek as a wheeling-dealing
general.

Director Stephen Fedo's staging
attempts to be slick and succeeds
fairly well, but the play depends on
its outstanding choreography by
Darlene Stowe and Kathi Mates.
The dances are simple, yet
complex; smooth, yet uninhibited.
Each dancer gives the appearance of
"doing his own thing," but the
combined movements are
synchronized and controlled. At
times one might think he has
wandered into a Swedish exercise

group. Actors in black leotards or
body stocking bend and twist like
contortionists to a steady
drumbeat, seemingly symbolic of
the life pulse. The fluid motions
clearly illustrate the inexorable
onward movement of life, the
world, and its natural forces.

The book by Edward F. Giuliano
and Stephen P'edo, is interesting in
that there is a lesson to be learned
from it, but it is not didactic.
Written in a humorous style, it hits
hard when one least expects it; the
moral is hidden with subtlety until
the very end.

The final performance of "The
World and the Child" will be played
outdoors in Kelly Quad at 2:00
tomorrow afternoon. In case of
rain, it will be held in Kelly
Cafeteria. Call for an encore . . . the
company will be glad to cblig^, ;»nd
you won't regret it.

Modem dance lovers will soon have a ^ opportunity to see one of

the most important figures in the mo^r dance world. The Erick

Hawkins Dance Company will be m-kg its first Long Island

appearance next Friday and Saturday. Th- vo special concerts, to be

presented at Ward Melville High School "i 'etauket, are co-sponsored

by the Center for Contemporary Arts and Letters, and several groups

from off-campus.
On the program for both performan« are "Black Lake" and

"Cantileuar," both well-known pieces in ihe Hawkins repetoire. In
addition, the Friday performance include- t>Larly Floating," featuring a
most unusual accompaniment employing bowing techniques on the
strings by means of wood, felt, metal, gla^ ^ire, and plastic bows; and
"Naked Leopard," celebrating the animal innocence inside everyone.

The Saturday program includes the < anting dance "Tightrope" and
"Two Dances from Eight Clear Places."

Ilawkins and his long-time collaborator, composer Lucia
Olugos/cwski, have been acclaimed b\ ?ne New York Times as
11 .. two of the most independent and orp: al artists in dance t.od"y."

N.iwkins and his company perform t1 <l accompaniment of live
musicinns witli set designs by sculptor Ra.:'l )oraziu.

Tickets for this major artistic eveni : ? 2 and can be obtained at
l'h<- Art Vane in Setauket or by calln^ ""^ ! 00.

T^e music of Leo Kott-se Can be co.^idercd
country-western this year.

ar 3ng tf'.e best

'.^v li, l 0 ^ST/-TLSMAN/^^ t^oPa-o 3

kinetic art - a movement for medium erick hawkins co.
makes LI debut

creative country music at a high point

Thc^aler ISevi^w

'zvorld and child9 - call for an encore!
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By MCAEL ISAAC
Dsieall te junky movies tha have

bsee liWed In ths the post
fourleen weels, one has to Credit some of
the loalteatr forI ateping toeaeX bi to s a x~~~4 to
to the cle d. PMiular etio
should go to Three Village Theater, the
clouest off-sampu movi thea, for
brind to the.r such fine films as
Lady Sigs the Blues and Fidde of te
Roof but also such youth-oriented films
as Putney Swope aid 2001, A Space
Odysey.

While the Hauppauge Theater seems to
have the best double-features out of the
"second-sun" movie houses in the area,
the Port Jeff Art Cinema and the Mail
Theater seem to have come the full cycle,
in opposite directions, since January. Port
Jeff, which in January featured such
X-rated goodies as Sweet Sugar and Sins
of Adam and Eve, lately has had good
double-features. Meanwhile, Smithaven
Mall, which for up to two weeks ago
featured only first-run engagements direct
from Manhattan, has suddenly gone sour
with Bed Career (X) last week and The
Theater of Blood this week.

But that's show biz - totally
unpredictable, so hopefully by next
September therell be a whole new slew
of movies to help pass the time at Stony
Brook. In the meantime, have a fine
summer.

CINEMA 100
LIFE AND TIMES OF JUDGE ROY
BEAN-starring Paul Newman, Jacqueline
Bisset, and Tab Hunter. Directed by John
Huston. (PG)

Judge Roy Bean was a mediocre
outlaw who turned into a vicious judge
(self-appointed) in the 1890's West. He
hung nearly any outlaw who stumbled
into his town of Langtry though
sometimes the act was done in the name
of money rather than in the name of
honor. The Life and Tis of Judge Roy
Bean is not the story of his life (that
would not befit him), it is more of a tall
story of it. "If this story is not the way it
was," the film begins, 'then it's the way
it should have been."

Judge Roy Bean is primarily a comedy
though it deals with serious topics - the

Album Review

comes t-IIugh loudly and dearty as to
why he feels religion as it exists today is
absud. A re work with eiouc
symboism that could have you doing
eueh for weeks.

THREE VILLAGE THEATER
SLTHER--starrng James Caan, Peter
Boyle, and Sally Kelerman. Directed by
Howard Zieff. (PG)

PORT JEFFERSON ART CINEMA
SLAUG ERHOUSE FIrE-starring
Michael Sacks, Ron Liebman, and Eugene
Roche. Directed by George Roy Hill. (R)

and
TWO PEOPLE-starring Peter Fonda,
Lindsay Wagner, and Estelle Parsons.
Directed by Robert Wise. (R)

FOX THEATER
CABARET-starring Liza Minelli, Joel
Gray, and Michael York. Directed by Bob
Fosse.(PG)

JERRY LEWIS CORAM
PETE N TILLIE-starring Walter
Matthau, Carol Bumett, and Gezaldine
Page. Directed by Martin Ritt. (R)

JERRY LEWIS RONKONKOMA
DELIVERANCE-starring Jon Voight,
Burt Reynolds, and Ned Beatty. Dircted
by John Boorman. (R)

and
THE OMEGA MAN-starring Chariton
Heston, Anthony Zerbe, and Rosalind
Cash. Directed by Boris Sagal. (PG)

HAUPPAUGE THEATER
DELIVERANCE-same as above.

and
--WH-01DOESIT HUt
Sellers, Jo Ann Pflug, and Rick Lenz.
Directed by Rod Amateau. (X)

SAMIRAVEN MALL
THE THEATER OF BLOOD-starring
Vincent Price, Diana Rigg, and Ian
Hendry. Directed by Douglas Hickox. (R)

BROOKNAVEN THEATER
POSEIDON ADVENTURE-staring Gene
Hachman, Ernest Borginine, and Stella
Stevens. Directed by Ronald Neame. (PG)

Gene Hackman (left) and Erne* Borgnine save child from onrushing water in "The
Po edn Adventure" -

industalizatio of a small town.
morality, and the delusions of people.
Most of the scenes and many individual
lines are hilarious, yet there is still a
aIm penng aura on the film which forms

us to see seriousness there as wel.
It is only when director John Huston

uses the two that Judge Roy Bean
shubles. We are left wondering just
which viewpoint to take (Huston's touch
is too heavy to consider the only other
alternative - black comedy). But,
fortunately, these moments are few and
well separated. For the most part, the
film is a very funny and extremely
thought-provoking look at the Old West.

-Norman hb

SUENDAY 8:00 PM.
-ING OF HEARTS-staing Alan Bates,
Pierre Brasseul, and Jean-Cade Briely.
Directed by Philippe de Brvca.

Kin of Rents is a fine mixtue of
satire and slapstick with a message t is
eming more and more obvious: people
decla legally insane are sometimes not

as in as the lunatics who run
countries and make wars. This comes out
of a plot that involves a Scot sent into a
French village during World War I to
dismantle a German bomb, only to find
the town deserted and in the custody of

the inmates of the local asylum.
The film is beautifully photographed,

and it is the images on the screen, and not
the acting or the dialogue, that are
humorous. The sight of the big
coronation of the "King of Hearts,'
which looks like it was choreographed by
the Marx Brothers, is one such scene
among many that make for a totally
humorous yet touching film.

SUNDAY 10:30 PM.
THE MILKY WAY-starring Paul
Frankeur, Laurent Tergieff, and Alain
Curry. Directed by Lids Bunuel

Luis Bunuel's strange view of women,
religion, and life in general, are on display
here (as in aWI of his movies), in another
one of his surrealistic fan In this
one, two mode m
bearded respeAable old man, the other a
younger skeptical man, make a pilgrimage
to tee tomb of the Aposle Jams in
Spain.

Along the way they meet such
psonalities as a 4th Century Spanish
bishop, martyred for his unorthodoxies,
the Virgin Mary. and then the Devil
himself. The movie questions such
relevant questions as why Jesus wore a
beard (Mary thought he looked good with
one). Through all this absurdity, Bunuel

By BRADLEY L. PHILo PS drined of energy. The changng guitar
rhythms and fine vocals don't allow
monotony to set in at all.

Aside fEom two ballads and an
instrumental, there are only driving songs,
good for dancing, toe-tapping or
whatever. The secret to the success of the
album is simple: the Doobie Brothers
play the instruments well, sing well, and
do not try to overdo anything. They seem
to be aware of some hidden limits, not to
their talent necessarily, but to what can
be done with any particualr song. The
production on each selection and in
grouping them into a collection is
impeccable. Everything flows, has
continuity, and shows professionalism all
the way.

The one thing that impresses me most
about this record, aside from the pure
quality of the music, is that each song is
unique. 7bere is not one strum or rhythm
repeated in any of the numbers, and
above all, there is no country-Western.
Versatility to the extent and ability
demonstrated here is usually indicative of
a fst rate group. lTat means The
Cwptainiand Me rates four dia d styl
and a strongre m ionthat you get
down and listen to the musc.

Which of the following does not
belong: 'Yabba-dabba-doo,' 'Do be a Do
Beef 'Do be do be do," 'Doobie
Brothers?' Clearly the answer is the last
choice because all of the others appeared
on the third stall wall of the Benedict E-0
"Toilette" in the days of Henry 'Witt,
which somehow brings me around to the
review of the Doobie Brothers new
album, The Captain and Me. The brothers
are much more creative and talented than
the people on that hall were.

This album shows a 100 percent
improvement from Touluse Street, which
itself is a fine effort. There are more
instruments, more intricate work on the
instruments, and a more varied style of
music on this album.

For the most part, The Captain and Me
is a fast moving and lively album. Yet the
songs can be free and easy, somewhat
stacatto or hard driving. This is tee
pattern set up in the fast three songs
"Natural Thing," "Long Train Runnin' "9

and the popular "China Grove,"" in which
-the Doobie Brothers come out png al
the way. There is no Stup to the pace of
these tunes; one is not left breathless or i y and professnotiron mnke the Doobe Brother nRwae album c-sf
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doobie s captain - strongly recommen<red


